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ABSTRACT
Perimenopause is a relatively new word in our language. It is found in a
variety of texts, from medical literature to popular literature and the Internet.
In this thesis, I explore some current representations of perimenopause. To do
so, I utilise feminist analyses of representations of premenstrual syndrome and
menopause. A feminist theoretical framework guides my methodology and
organisation and interpretation of data. My methodology includes an extensive
literature review of feminist theorising around premenstrual syndrome and
menopause, as well as discourse analysis of textual representations of
perimenopause and the use of a reflexive journal as a 'perimenopausal'
woman. My analysis reveals four main themes; first, perimenopause is a
medically defined condition that needs management; second, perimenopause
is confusing and contradictory; third, perimenopause is to be feared; and
fourth, perimenopause is a time of rejuvenation. I show that three of these
themes are similar to themes found in the discourses of premenstrual
syndrome and menopause. The implications of these themes are discussed. I
conclude by arguing that perimenopause is a distinct discourse that merits
further feminist attention.
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CHAPTER1
INTRODUCTION
In 1980, the World Health Organisation (WHO) convened a Scientific Group

to review all existing information on menopause, and to make appropriate
recommendations (WHO Report, 1996, p.2). At this meeting, new terms were
introduced and old terms were re-defined. Thus the word 'perimenopause' was
officially sanctioned (WHO Report, 1996, p.l3). Perimenopause, according to
WHO, is the "period immediately prior to the menopause (when the
endocrinological, biological and clinical features of approaching menopause
commence) and the first year after menopause" (WHO Report, 1996, p.13).
Menopause is defined, by this same group, as "the permanent cessation of
menstruation resulting from the loss of ovarian follicular activity and which is
recognised to have occurred after 12 consecutive months of amenorrhoea"
(WHO Report, 1996, p.12).

Perimenopause, as a word, has since found its way into usage in numerous
texts and resources. It is used in medical texts, the media, mainstream books
and in 218 000 web pages found via the Google web search engine (accessed
on 22/04/05). It has also found its way into the health conversations of my
peers. However, it is still a relatively new word in our language. In this thesis, I
explore some of the current representations of perimenopause and to do so, I
utilise feminist analyses of the discourses surrounding menopause and PMS.

My interest in perimenopause originated from a search for information on body
image in menopausal women. Various self-help books on menopause corrected
my erroneous belief that I was menopausal because of the hot flushes and night
sweats that I was experiencing. According to the books, I am, in fact,
perimenopausal.
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I'm very different to many other women, I think. I've been looking forward
to menopause for a ?ong time, and perimenopause, for me, signals the
arrival of menopause. Menopause brings with it the chance to dispense with
the contraception which makes me fat and gives me headaches, dispense
with the condoms which never seem to fit peifectly, and hopefully dispense
with the sanctimonious tight-lipped remarks from the pious few who can't
understand why I haven't wanted any children. Yes, it will be a freedom for
me. And I can't wait for it.

Journal extract.

One book defines perimenopause as an 'indefinite' length of time when a
woman experiences hot flushes, night sweats and irregularity in the timing and
amount of menstrual flow (Voda, 1997, p.l31). Another lay definition is more
bold with the time frame: "about ten years in a woman's life during which her
body changes its secretion and processing of the hormones needed for
reproduction" (Gittleman, 1998, p.4). Yet another definition says nothing about
hot flushes, but claims that perimenopause is "the year or two before, during,
and after menstrual cycles end" (Lee, Hanley & Hopkins, 1999, p.4).

The variation in these descriptions of perimenopause and the apparent concern
with only the biomedical aspects of perimenopause intrigued me. My view on
this time period in my own life was that I would probably experience a couple
of fairly unpleasant and somewhat disruptive physiological changes for a few
years, and then I would stop menstruating. Whilst I had some knowledge of the
milder physical aspects of perimenopause, I was not prepared for the dramatic
and seemingly endless lists of "common" problems displayed in the books:
"vaginal dryness, stress incontinence, mood swings, joint pain, skin
pigmentation, growth of body hair, baldness" and so on (Voda, 1997, p.l31). It
became apparent to me that unlike menopausal women, perimenopausal
women should expect to carry on menstruating (irregularly) but also expect the
schizophrenic menopausal storms of rage and depression. We are caught
between the red tent of menstruation and the red haze of menopausal
'madness'.
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Afriend describes her red haze; it's getting more noticeable as she's getting
older. When she becon:es angry, she sees a red haze over her vision. When
she calms down, the red haze goes away. She says it's the menopause (she's
in her fifties). Why would she think that? I ask her whether any of the
situations in which she gets the red haze are of her own making. She
answers in the negative: "So-and-so did something really stupid, and I just
saw this red haze appearing before my eyes again". Why are we, as women,
brainwashed into thinking that our hormones are to blame when we get
angry? When men get angry, nobody turns on them and says: "You must be
hormonally challenged".

Journal extract.

I searched for feminist literature on perimenopause, and found one article that
advised psychotherapists how to "help" perimenopausal women "cope with
distress" (Derry, 2004). I did not find any feminist studies on the subject of the
current representations of perimenopause and how these representations may
compare with PMS and menopause.

Menopause and PMS have been shown to have many commonalities in the
ways they have been represented. Greer (1991) and Martin (1992) suggest that
they are examples of the way in which women's bodies have been
pathologised. Greer (1991) writes of menopause as being 'discovered' as an
oestrogen deficiency by a gynaecologist, Wilson, in 1966 (p.18). Martin locates
PMS historically, and writes about PMS being constructed as an illness in
response to increased participation of women in the paid work force in the mid
to late 1970s (Martin, 1992, p.121). Murray (1996) indicates that menstruation
has largely been situated within a medical setting in Australia (p.1); medicine
is a setting where pathology is emphasised, and thus it is no surprise that the
more unusual changes associated with menstruation are regarded as abnormal.

The medicalisation of PMS and menopause has both influenced and maintained
"societal definitions of appropriate behaviour for women" (Lee, 1998, p.17).
Lee comments that a biomedical explanation for PMS has become the
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justification for disregarding or dismissing the existence of adverse individual
and collective circumstances for women (Lee, 1998, p. 18). The attribution of
women's depression or anger to 'that time of the month' has become more
socially acceptable than the acknowledgement of such anger as arising from
personal and social inequality (Lee, 1998, p.25). This attribution also reduces
the likelihood of appropriate action being taken, and responsibility being
accepted (Lee, 1998, p.25).

Other aspects of the medicalisation of PMS and menopause have been
emphasised. Coney (1991) suggests that the medicalisation of menopause has
enforced negative stereotypes of ageing and sexism (p.54). In both medical and
lay literature about menopause, the use of words such as "atrophy", and
"sexual decline" reinforce these images (Coney, 1991, p.65). The repeated use
of the word "deficient" in discussions of menopause underpins the image of the
midlife woman as inferior and flawed (Coney, 1991, p.65).

Labelling menopause as a disease, and PMS as a syndrome, also has the effect
of stripping a woman of individuality and self-resolution (Coney, 1991, p.54).
The woman is disempowered, because the solution (should she need one) does
not lie within her own capabilities, but rather in what the medical profession
has to offer (Coney, 1991, p.54). The routine labelling of menopause and PMS
as illnesses also suggests that all women who experience these events are sick,
andcunable to function properly (Lorber & Moore, 2002, p.lO). As well, argue
Lorber and Moore (2002), one of the dangers of the medicalisation of both
PMS and menopause is the hormonal treatment, which isn't necessarily the
correct solution and which may have poor outcomes (p.86). This treatment may
also have little effect (Lee, 1998, p.23).

Women themselves do not always view menopause and PMS in such a
negative light. In some cultures, menopause is embraced, and even in Western
cultures, many women view menopause as a "non-event" (Richards, Seibold &
Davis, 1997, p.83). For some women, menopause is not a marker at all, as they
cannot separate it from other life events (Martin, 1992, p.176). The
11

significance of the above discussion, however, is that since menopause and
PMS have been so widely medicalised, with the possibilities of negative effects
on women, is perimenopause being similarly medicalised? Do the various
current representations of perimenopause have the effect of naming or labelling
women, or disempowering them, or even simply treating women as an
homogenous group?

Th.is study has significance in that there is no feminist research, as far as I
could ascertain, exploring current representations of perimenopause. It is my
hope that this study may thus contribute to this area of feminist research.
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CHAPTER2
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
Theoretical Framework
A feminist theoretical framework will guide this thesis. This framework will
guide my methodology, and my organisation and interpretation of data (Hauck,
2004, p.7). In my search for relevant feminist theory, I discovered that there is
no single theory that neatly fits this topic. Tong (1998) has stated that feminist
thought is "kaleidoscopic" (p.280), and that "although it has a beginning, it has
no end, and because it has no predetermined end, feminist thought permits each
woman to think her own thoughts. Apparently, not the truth, but the truths are
setting women free" (p.280). Hesse-Biber and Leckenby (2004) state that
feminists may use many tools in order to understand the phenomena being
researched (p.209). Therefore, in the same way that many feminist theorists
have contributed to discussions of PMS and menopause, I now draw upon their
diverse viewpoints.

Rowland and Klein (1992) emphasise the way in which radical feminist theory
is woman-centred (p.272). This fits in with Sarantakos' definition of feminist
research, which states that feminist research should be .Qy and for women
(Sarantakos, 2004, p.56). This is reflected in my research, in that only a woman
can experience perimenopause, and I am a perimenopausal feminist researcher.

Rowland and Klein (1992) also talk about the control (by men or patriarchal
institutions) over women's bodies (p.287). They see radical feminists as
focussing on the body as a critical site of oppression for women (Rowland &
Klein, 1992, p.287). In the discussion about PMS and menopause, this control
is seen in the way in which women are encouraged to use hormonal treatment
for constructed illnesses. Women 'suffering' from PMS are encouraged to use
progestogen, a synthetic form of the hormone progesterone (Lorber & Moore,
2002, p.86). Menopausal women nowadays are encouraged to use oestrogen
and progestogen combinations, in order to relieve their physical and emotional
13

changes, and as a form of prophylaxis against heart disease and osteoporosis
(Coney, 1991, p.174). N9t only are the risks of hormonal treatment diminished
by this encouragement, but women are led to believe that they will contribute
greatly to the health of the nation as a whole if they take hormones (Coney,
1991, p.175; Lupton, 1995, p.73).

Thiele (1986) writes about how women do not appear in the provinces of social
and political thought, because of 'magic' that men use to exclude them (p.31).
Paraphrasing Thiele, I suggest that women have 'magic tricks' played upon
them as far as PMS and menopause are concerned, as well. Two of the ways in
which women are made invisible are pseudo-inclusion and alienation (Thiele,
1986, p.33). Pseudo-inclusion occurs when a particular theory appears to
consider women, but actually marginalises them, by treating them as abnormal
(Thiele, 1986, p.33). The male is seen as normal, and the female example is
defined as a 'special' case (Thiele, 1986, p.33). PMS and menopause have,
arguably, been constructed as illnesses, as a show of taking women's distress
into account, but applying a physical, instead of social label to the illnesses
(Markens, 1996, p.48). The pathology of an individual woman's body is
emphasised, rather than the social constructs that may initiate the distress
(Markens, 1996, p.47).

The second 'trick' is alienation (Thiele, 1986, p.33). Whilst women may be the
subjects under discussion, they are viewed through the male lens, which can
only lead to a distorted view (Thiele, 1986, p.33). Women thus become
invisible (Thiele, 1986, p.33) and their experiences become invalid. This can
be shown to be the case with PMS and menopause, as well. Only women
experience these two events, but men have done most of the research (Coney,
1991, p.9), although this is changing (Sybylla, 1997, p.213). Women's
experiences have not been extensively documented until fairly recently (Coney,
1991, p.lO). Part of my journal, therefore, documents my own experiences of
perimenopause.
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Butler and Flax are feminists who suggest that women should not be grouped
as a single homogenous category (Butler, 1992, p.15; Flax, 1992, p.454). They
stress the differences both within and between women, and thus emphasise
plurality rather than unity (Butler, 1992, p.15; Flax, 1992, p.454). By
categorising all women into one single group, the subordination that we are
attempting to dismantle is merely repeated (Butler, 1992, p.15; Flax, 1992,
p.454). The medicalisation of PMS and menopause has contributed to a social
assumption that all women will suffer badly from PMS, and all women will
experience menopause in a similar way. Regarding women as the same, as
medicalisation does, simply puts into place another "controlling norm", against
which all women will be measured (Beasley, 1999, p.86). My study explores
whether all perimenopausal women are similarly homogenised.

Some feminist theorists have borrowed from Foucault in their use of the word
'biopower':

the institutional control of the body in the modern state,
through methods of categorisation, measurement, definition
and validation. It includes practices in all institutionalised
areas of life ... which thereby generate specific kinds of
knowledge about the body- and so produce specific kinds of
bodies (Cranny-Francis, Waring, Stavropoulos, & Kirkby,
2003, p.188).

The use of this biopower constructs "docile bodies", not only individual ones,
but populations of them (Cranny-Francis, et al., 2003, p.189). The justification
used (in the cases of PMS and menopause) is that of health, and the way docile
bodies are achieved is through self-policing (Lupton, 1995, p.10). There is no
violent commandeering of bodies (Sawicki, 1991, p.83), nor are there overt
forms of control (Foucault, 1977, p.155). Rather, the individual "turns the gaze
upon [herself]" (Lupton, 1995, p.ll). In examining herself for "signs of
wrongness" (Laws, 1985, p.20), she becomes guilty and repulsed (Lupton,
1995, p.10). Personal transformation is needed in order for the individual to
15

become a self-improved, self-regulated "subject who is seeking happiness and
healthiness" (Lupton, 1995, p.11 ), as long as these aims are the same as those
of the political, social and health institutions (Lupton, 1995, p.12). The official
definitions of health are not likely to coincide with those of the individual,
whose own definition is based on embodied experience and personal
knowledge (Lupton, 1995, p.72). However, an individual cannot afford to
follow her own path; the productivity of the nation depends on her health
(Lupton, 1995, p.73).

In exploring representations of perimenopause, my feminist theoretical

framework is informed by both radical and post-modern feminist theory. In the
words of O'Brien: "we must not only develop theory but develop a feminist
perspective and a method of enquiry from which such a theory can emerge"
(O'Brien, 1981, p.24).
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Methodology
In this thesis I work from a qualitative research perspective, using a feminist

framework. Qualitative research helps to develop an explanation for or an
understanding of a particular social phenomenon (Hancock, 1998, p.2). The
phenomenon that I explore is perimenopause. As well, the social context and
the perspective of those being researched are important in qualitative research
(Angus & Gray, n.d., p.51); this of course is a hallmark of feminist research
(Sarantakos, 2004, p.56). I have documented my feelings and perceptions as I
gathered my information, in a reflexive journal, thus ensuring that my own
perspective is obtained in this research.

My research explores how perimenopausal women are "being known"
(Sarantakos, 2004, p.56) in relation to perimenopause in the various texts. I
place gender at the centre of my research (Sarantakos, 2004, p.56), because
only women can experience perimenopause. As I consider texts that have been
written in value-laden and political contexts, my research is both political and
value-laden (Sarantakos, 2004, p.56).
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Method Of Collection Of Texts
Writers who have discussed PMS and menopause drew their information from
various sources. Greer (1991) studied medical articles, historical documents
and literary texts, and she also spoke to women about their experiences. Coney
(1991) had access to medical literature, and Richards, Seibold and Davis
(1997) interviewed women and doctors. Lyons and Griffin (2003) looked at
self-help books on menopause, and Markens (1996) looked at popular
magazines and self-help books in her exploration of PMS. Lee (1998)
examined medical and historical articles and also used feminist critiques on
PMS, and Laws (1985) used medical articles.

The texts that I have chosen (whilst not every woman's choice) are articles on
perimenopause in medical joumals, a women's magazine, self-help books and
articles on the Intemet. This choice may not be a complete representation,
because contemporary women are informed by a wide variety of sources.
However, limitations of time necessitated that I .restrict my choice. I have
attempted to obtain texts that are conveniently accessible, in the way that many
women might seek similar texts.

Women's magazines are easily accessible to many women. They also play an
important role in disseminating information to women (Roy, 2004, p.l14). A
study performed in the USA found that, for women, the most likely source of
information about menopause was women's magazines (Lyons & Griffin,
2003, Introduction, paragraph 5). Similarly, in the UK, women report that the
media, along with social contacts, are their major sources of information about
menopause (Lyons & Griffin, 2002, Introduction, paragraph 5).

However, whilst magazines might view themselves as authorities on health,
they do not have a consistent definition of health (Roy, 2004, p.94). They also
reflect a growing medicalisation of normal hormonal events in women's lives,
such as childbirth and menstruation (Roy, 2004, p.l08). I was interested,
therefore, to see how magazines might depict perimenopause, however, I found
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only one magazine article containing the word perimenopause at the
newsagencies.

Self-help books are usually aimed at women, and they are comparatively cheap
and easily available (Lyons & Griffin, 2003, Introduction, paragraph 8). They
also deal with issues that concern the everyday woman (Lyons & Griffin, 2003,
Introduction, paragraph 8). The self-help genre is becoming more popular
(Lyons & Griffin, 2003, Introduction, paragraph 8), and thus it is a form of
information that I have chosen to use. Some self-help books claim to eschew
the biomedical model, seeking instead to inform women about the 'real' truth
about women's health matters, such as menopause. Sellman's book, which
seeks to inform women of the 'truth' about their hormones, sets out to return
empowerment to women (Sellman, 1997, back cover). A cursory reading of
Sellman's self-help book, however, reveals a similar preoccupation with
biological, hormonal issues to that in medical journals and women's
magazines. Feminists have criticised self-help books on menopause for this
reason, as well as for their homogeneity in assuming that most of their readers
will be women who are white, reasonably well educated, middle-class, and
who are mothers (Lyons & Griffin, 2000, p.475).

The self-help books in my study were borrowed from my local library. From
the plethora of books on the topic, I chose one that appeared to have a medical
orientation, and one that appeared to have an alternative orientation. I also
chose them because of their covers; this will be illustrated further in Chapter 4.

As I have indicated above, the Internet includes many pages that contain the
word perimenopause. I only explored the Internet via one search engine. Whilst
much of this information may be unsubstantiated, it is available for anyone to
view. The Australian Bureau of Statistics provides figures on the use of the
Internet; since 1998, Internet use in the home has increased by more than 100%
(ABS, 2001). Whilst the ABS does not give a breakdown of figures on the
differences between the sexes regarding Internet use, it does note that men are
only "slightly more likely" than women to make use of this resource (ABS,
19

2001). Use of the Internet does imply privilege, as it is not a cheap resource.
However, I defend my

i~clusion

of Internet articles with the ABS information,

and with the fact that the two self-help books that I review in this thesis suggest
that women tum to the Internet for further information on perimenopause.

A website suggested in one of the self-help books is called "Power Surge".
This site featured the authors of one self-help book as guests, and so I use the
interview in this thesis. The other two sites are those of Oprah and Dr Phil.
Both of these media identities have dealt with perimenopause on their websites
in different ways. The popularity of the shows "Oprah" and "Dr Phil" (which
are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4) led me to the decision to use extracts
from these websites.

Medical information from medical journals is disseminated more widely these
days; for example, I had no difficulty in subscribing to the Lancet website in
order to peruse medical articles. One reason for looking at medical journals is
that general practitioners (GPs) (who are often the community's primary source
of medical information) obtain most of their information from medical journal
articles (private conversation with GP, 2004). Another reason is that I am
central to this study, and medical information has informed me, and my
experiences. I am a registered nurse and midwife and I have spent most of my
twenty-three years of nursing in women's health. I have access to current
medical journals and I am interested, from a women's health point of view, in
what the articles about perimenopause are saying and also, what they are not
saying. The medical articles in my study are from a broad cross-section of
medical and allied health journals, with the hope that this will represent a wider
view of the subject.
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Analysis
In analysing the texts, luse discourse analysis, whilst drawing from my review
of the feminist literature.

Literature review

Literature on menopause and PMS ranges from technical medical books,
describing the processes and functioning of the female body, to feminist
interpretations of the representations of PMS and menopause. One could also
add the popular literature here as well; the self-help books, magazines, and the
Internet. I have focused on feminist literature, which gives critiques of the
medical, historical and cultural views on PMS and menopause. This literature
also analyses the ways in which these views have disempowered and controlled
women and have encouraged stereotypes. Chapter 3 provides a discussion of
the literature that I have reviewed.

Discourse analysis

In analysing these texts I again utilise a diverse range of theorists. Phillips and
Hardy (2000) define a discourse as "an interrelated set of texts, and the
practices of their production, dissemination and reception, that brings (sic) an
object into being" (p.3). These texts

~o

not themselves posses meaning but

become meaningful when they connect with other texts (Phillips & Hardy,
2000, p.4). Scott (1979) has also noted this phenomenon; she writes that
"discursive fields overlap, influence and compete with one another; they appeal
to one another's "truths" for authority and legitimation" (p.760). My choice of
texts, as noted above, can often be interrelated.

Lupton (1992) maintains that discourse analysis critiques the language used in
texts, in order to show any significance that may be hidden below the more
obvious meanings (p.147). She cites Gross when she says that a text or
discourse has particular interests that it needs to serve (Lupton, 1992, p.149).
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Lupton (1992) differentiates between textual and contextual dimensions of
discourse analysis (p.145). She describes textual dimensions as relating to the
use of grammar, metaphor and the content of the text (p.145). Contextual
dimensions are described as the processes by which the discourse is produced
and received, as well as the particular influences in the whole process (Lupton,
1992, p.145).

For my initial content analysis I draw mostly from Reinharz (1992). Reinharz
defines content analysis as the "study of a set of objects (i.e. cultural artefacts)
systematically by ... .interpreting the themes contained in them" (Reinharz,
1992, p.146).) She goes on to explain that cultural artefacts can be products of
individual, organisational, technological or cultural activities (Reinharz, 1992,
p.147). By using feminist research to study these cultural artefacts, we can
expose the possible patriarchal and misogynist themes contained therein
(Reinharz, 1992, p.147). Furthermore, argues Reinharz (1992), we can observe
how these themes have reflected and shaped the norms that prevail in society
(p.151). The texts or artefacts that I use have the distinct properties of not being
purposely created for my study, and not requiring live respondents to question
or observe (Reinharz, 1992, p.147).

Lyons and Griffin (2003), who used discourse analysis in their study of selfhelp books on menopause, cite Parker (1992) when stating that discourses are
"shared patterns of meaning" which organise our symbolic systems, and are
"necessary for us to make sense to one another" (Procedure and analytic
strategy, paragraph 1). In their approach, the texts were treated as "social
processes and practices", and were studied for their content and their structure
(Lyons & Griffin, 2003, Procedure and analytic strategy, paragraph 1). They
echoed Lupton (1992), in stating that discourses reflect, as well as construct,
"social, economic and political forces" (Lyons & Griffin, 2003, Procedure and
analytic strategy, paragraph 1).

My analysis was a manual process. I was influenced by the way in which
Lyons and Griffin (2003) had used Parker's 'critical textwork' as their method
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of analysis; they had attempted to be sensitive to the language contained in the
texts, and had tried to understand the various meanings within the texts
(Procedure and analytic strategy, paragraph 2). However, Colaizzi, as cited by
Hauck (2004), provided me with a more step-by-step method. I read through
each text several times, in order to gain a complete sense of the texts. I wrote
down words, phrases or statements that corresponded with the themes that I
found while reviewing feminist literature on PMS and menopause. I then
grouped the words, phrases and statements into categories, under the headings
of the themes. As will be seen, some of the texts did not contain all of the
themes, and some texts contained a different theme. An exhaustive description
is in Chapter 5.

Reflexive journal

Lupton (1992) asserts that discourse analysis also places an emphasis on the
reception of these discourses by the audience (p.145). For the purposes of this
thesis, I am the 'audience'. As previously indicated, I am a perimenopausal
woman, and as I have read the texts, I have noted my thoughts and feelings.
Martin (1992) suggested some questions for her exploration of reproduction
(p.22); I have appropriated these questions for use in my reflexive journal.
How do I react to my circumstances (of being a perimenopausal woman)? Do I
describe my existence in the terms used by medical science and dominant
society? If so, do I find these terms acceptable and unquestionable, or do I
lament them, but consider them to be unchangeable? Or am I outraged and
intolerant of them? Do I have an alternate vision of myself as a perimenopausal
woman? Or is my view simply a reflection of the dominant cultural view?

My reflexive journal has kept me 'on track' as I have reflected on the effects
that the various texts have had on me. It has been an important part of my
study, as I have used it to add credibility to the way in which I have engaged
with the material. By including my reflexive journal in my research, I am
effectively making visible my private thoughts, and validating my experiences
(Weatherill, 1996, p.4). My perspective is one of an "insider", rather than an
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"outsider", and this perspective has been critical in my interpretation of the
texts (Hesse-Biber &

Le~kenby,

2004, p.219).

The reflexive journal is not only another form of information, but it also
contributes to rigour by providing a "completeness" of the data (McDonnell,
Jones & Read, 2000, p.387). Whilst I cannot assume that my thoughts and
experiences (as described in the journal) are representative of the thoughts and
experiences of other perimenopausal women, the journal contributes to the
credibility of this thesis in that other perimenopausal women may be able to
recognise similarities (Hauck, 2004, p.2). I have inserted excerpts from my
journal in text boxes throughout the thesis.
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CHAPTER3
· LITERATURE REVIEW
In exploring some of the constmctions around menopause and PMS, various

writers used different forms of texts to gather their information, and also
highlighted different issues. I will now discuss some of the writers and their
literature, and detail some of the issues that they raised.

Premenstrual Syndrome

Markens (1996) writes from a sociological perspective in her piece on "A
Political and Cultural Critique of PMS" (p.42). In considering how PMS has
become constmcted as a disease, she looked at popular magazines and self-help
books, and her conclusions have similarities to those of Lee (1998), a
psychologist who investigated medical texts written about PMS. Markens and
Lee both note that there is no medically proven cause for PMS (Markens, 1996,
p.43; Lee, 1998, p.18). However, the focus on entirely physiological processes
"encourages the definition of PMS as a medical problem and emphasises the
pathology of women's bodies" (Markens, 1996, p.47). A woman's distress,
rather than being understood in more socially constmcted intricate ways, is
merely explained in terms of her hormones (Lee, 1998, p.24). The distress,
anger and fmstration is not only discounted, it is invalidated (Laws, 1985,
p.2~).

It is the woman (or her hormones) who is malfunctioning; society is not

to blame (Martin, 1992, p.123).

Lee and Markens also comment on the way in which the experiences of the
woman are centred on the individual, whilst social factors, which may
contribute to these experiences, are usually disregarded (Markens, 1996, p.44;
Lee, 1998, p.l8). Stmctural factors, such as the way in which some women
have both a paid job, and an unpaid one (in the home), which may contribute to
the stress, anger and fatigue experienced by many women, are not included in
many medical and media discussions about PMS (Markens, 1996, p.48).
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Markens (1996) maintains, however, that some women have actively
participated in the medical constmction of PMS as a disease (p.43). Mru·kens
(1996) states that the stories that women tell about their experiences of PMS
are used alongside articles of medical "expertise", in order to confirm the
existence of PMS as a "real" problem (p.48). Women's cures or remedies for
PMS also validate the existence of PMS as a bona fide syndrome (Markens,
1996, p.50). Laws (1985), writing from a women's health perspective, issues a
similar message:

We should think about the consequences of defining a large
proportion of otherwise well women as ill because of
unpleasant feelings during part of their menstmal cycle. To
assert the reality of these feelings - yes, this is essential - but
to decide that they are abnormal and to be stamped out ... that is
another matter (p.36).

Laws (1985) has documented the historical creation of PMS. She states that
PMS as a condition was first coined by Frank, in about 1931 (Laws, 1985,
p.26). According to Laws (1985), this doctor suggested that women needed
removal of their ovaries or sterilisation, in order to be cured (p.26). After the
1930s, the focus of PMS shifted to women who were considered perverted, for
example, female mental patients and prisoners (Laws, 1985, p.46). Laws
(1985) notes that two doctors published an article on PMS in 1954, extolling
the effectiveness of hormonal treatment for PMS (p.46). Since that time, the
treatments prescribed for PMS have varied considerably, and have included
antidepressants,

vitamins,

contraception

pills,

orgasm,

diet

control,

amphetamines, anti-inflammatories, and "hiding in your room" (Laws, 1985,
p.46).

Martin (1992) interviewed many women and also looked at medical texts, in
her analysis of PMS and menopause. She claims that interest in menstmation
and PMS arose each time women appeared to be gaining some ground in
equality (Martin 1992, p.120). Martin notes that in the nineteenth century,
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when menstruation was first viewed as being an illness, doctors strenuously
declared any work outside the home dangerous for women (Martin, 1992,
p.115). The fear of death, literally, for ignoring this advice, was instilled in
women (Martin, 1992, p.115). After World Wars One and Two, the advances
that women had made in the paid work force were eradicated by negative
portrayals of menstruating and pre-menstrual women as being forgetful,
inefficient, and lacking in concentration (Martin, 1992, p.121). In the mid to
late 1970s, renewed interest in PMS arose. The second wave of feminism and
growth in job opportunities for women, amongst other things, contributed to
yet another great incursion into the paid work force by women (Martin, 1992,
p.121). Martin (1992) argues that these increased participations in the work
force by women were seen as threats to the culturally constructed definitions of
a woman's place in society; thus, new tactics were required in order to keep
women in the home (p.121).

The portrayal of both PMS and menstruation is overwhelmingly negative, not
only in the medical literature (Lee, 1998, p.17; Martin, 1992, p.l13), but also in
the lay literature (Markens, 1996, p.46). In fact, there is very little information
on normal, non-troublesome aspects of menstruation (Lee, 1998, p.21). Laws
states that women do not have "times of normality followed by times of
illness ... ; the menstrual cycle is a continuum" (Laws, 1985, p.57). However,
the encouragement of women to look for medical advice for their menstrual
changes promotes the expectation of ill or diseased bodies (Lorber & Moore,
2002, p.74). The multiple pre-menstrual hormonal changes and their resultant
effects on the body have become known as "symptoms" (Lorber & Moore,
2002, p.77), of which there is a list of about one hundred and fifty (Laws, 1985,
p.37).

Feminists have debated the reasons why PMS has been represented in these
ways. Women are considered deficient when measured against men (Lupton,
1995, p.8). But they are also deficient if they do not meet the patriarchal
measures of the normal female role (Lorber & Moore, 2002, p.74). The PMS
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"symptoms" which most seem to concern the medical profession are the
emotional ones, such as_ depression and anger (Lorber & Moore, 2002, p.77;
Martin, 1992, p.130). These symptoms are not consistent with the proper role
of a woman in society; she should be nurturing, gentle, controlled, and loving.
An angry woman is out of control, and she destroys the harmony of the setting,
be it the home, relationship or work (Martin, 1992, p.130). It has also been
claimed that an angry woman may affect a man's work performance or his
emotional control (Martin, 1992, p.l31). This disruption of the normal social
order is undoubtedly the responsibility of the woman (Martin, 1992, p.131),
and she needs to be contained (Lorber & Moore, 2002, p.76).

Lorber and Moore (2002) conclude that the common physiological changes
that accompany menstruation have been "medically and culturally interpreted"
(p. 72), so as to disparage women, labelling them as incapacitated and inept.
They claim that the biomedical perspective on PMS has been socially
constructed in an attempt to reinforce the importance of order and uniformity
(Lorber & Moore, 2002, p.73). Laws (1985) agrees, and goes on to state that
through PMS, women are encouraged to pit themselves not only against other
women, but also against themselves, as they search for signs of "wrongness
and disease" (p.20) within themselves. They have been taught to hate their
bodies, because of the negative medical descriptions of their menstrual
processes (Laws, 1985, p.20). The medical framework is the only one in which
many women have gained knowledge about their menstrual processes (Murray,
1996, p.1). In fact, negative portrayal of the menstrual cycle neatly controls
women throughout their lives; PMS for women who menstruate, menopause
for women over 50, pregnancy for pregnant women, fluctuating hormones of
adolescence for teenage women, and specific anomalies for those women who
do not ovulate (Laws, 1985, p.23).
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Menopause
Greer (1991) and Coney (1991) are perhaps two of the most cited authors with
regard to feminist interpretations of menopause. Greer (1991) used historical
texts, literature, medical articles and conversations with women to obtain
information about menopause. Coney ( 1991) examined medical documents to
gain an understanding of how menopause has been appropriated by the medical
establishment.

De Gardanne was the first person to describe menopause, when he detailed a
syndrome he called "la Menespausie" in 1816 (Greer, 1991, p.25). It was then
defined in 1899, in an article on 'Epochal Insanities'. The author of the article,
Dr Clouston, described a set of symptoms and thus identified a syndrome that,
according to him, needed treatment (Greer, 1991, p.25). The notion that this
important process in female development may best be dealt with by women,
was not considered (Greer, 1991, p.25). The idea that menopause was a
problem came from the viewpoint that (as previously noted) women, when
measured against men, were abnormal (Lupton, 1995, p.8). The womb was
seen as the real cause for women's anger, an anger that had its basis in the
patriarchal injustices of the time period (Greer, 1991, p.2). Greer (1991) states
that the internalisation of this anger by women produced an array of
psychosomatic complaints, many of which were dealt with by invasive, but,
sadly, non-therapeutic procedures (p.2);

By the 1960s, menopause was being treated as a psychiatric disease, known as
'involutional melancholia' (Coney, 1991, p.56). The standard treatment was
the use of tranquillisers and antidepressants (Coney, 1991, p.56). Medical
journals of the 1960s abounded with advertisements for these chemical
products, and the midlife woman was the major target of the advertisements
(Coney, 1991, p.56). Coney (1991) attests that part of the reason for this
"widespread malaise" was the propagandist articles in women's magazines
(p.57). Women were led to believe that their happiness and fulfilment lay in
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their role of housewife, and that they should not have any expectations beyond
their front garden gate (Coney, 1991, p.57).

Medical and pharmaceutical establishments referred to the dissatisfaction and
anger experienced by many women as a 'midlife depression' (Coney, 1991,
p.57). This stereotype of menopause as a mental illness was drawn from the
work of psychoanalytical writers such as Freud and Deutsch, who described the
menopause as a negative time period for women (Coney, 1991, p.57). Women
were in crisis at this time, according to the psychoanalysts; they were mourning
the loss of their childbearing years and dreading the end of their "feminine
attractiveness" (Coney, 1991, p.57). According to Coney (1991), the
psychoanalyst Benedek invented terms such as 'midlife crisis' and 'empty-nest
syndrome' (p.57). Benedek stated that if a woman did not succeed in adapting
to her prescribed feminine role, she would fail at adapting to menopause as
well, a condition known as a "regressive biological process" (Coney, 1991,
p.57). This analysis, that women's self-esteem was totally related to her
feminine role in life, was completely accepted in the medical literature (Coney,
1991, p.58).

From the late 1960s, menopause began to be known as a deficiency disease, a
physical problem that required treatment with hormones (Coney, 1991, p.59).
Coney (1991) details how Wilson, the gynaecologist, had been made aware of
a synthetic oestrogen preparation (p.59). Knowing that the ovaries stop
producing oestradial (a type of oestrogen) in about the fifth decade of a
woman's life, Wilson quickly changed the menopause-as-a-psychological
disease, to menopause-as-a-physical-deficiency disease (Coney, 1991, p.59). In
fact, Wilson advocated the use of oestrogen from a woman's puberty to her
death (Coney, 1991, p.59). Coney

(1991) cites Wilson as stating that

menopause was a kind of "living decay", a "tragedy" which often destroyed a
woman's "character as well as her health" (p.59).

Thus, menopause has become a metaphor for not only degeneration (Martin,
1992, p.51), but for ageing as well. Coney (1991) asserts that many conditions
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that might be attributed to normal ageing are 'dumped' into the same category
as menopause (p.81). Osteoporosis is one example. A reduction in bone density
can begin in the mid thirties in both men and women; this may be some 15
years before a woman starts to experience menopausal signs (Coney, 1991,
p.l13). Nevertheless, osteoporosis has become a disease to be linked with
menopause, because the body's production of one of the oestrogens
(oestradiol) necessary for the maintenance of dense bones ceases at menopause
(Coney, 1991, p.l14).

Like PMS, menopause is a metaphor for loss of control. Martin (1992)
describes how menopause is viewed as a breakdown in the system: "the ovaries
fail to respond, and the consequence is decline, regression and decay" (p.173).
The resulting unpredictability causes fear, in both men and women, that
women will go "insane", "berserk" or "whacko" (Martin, 1992, p.174).

Spender (1985) was one of the first feminists to write about the patriarchal way
in which language is used to demean, disempower and label women (p.139).
Martin (1992) has shown how the language in which menopause is described,
leads to images of disintegration, deterioration and loss of function (p.44).
Coney (1991) has written at length about the supposedly neutral and scientific
language used by the medical establishment in describing aspects of
menopause (p.65). She gives an example from the book Menopause, written by
Llewellyn-Jones and Abraham (1988): "Slowly the vulva shrivels becoming a
narrow dry slit in some old women" (p.13).

In a present-day example, Novartis is one company that produces hormone

replacement therapy (HRT) in Australia, and sponsors a leaflet entitled
'Menopause' (Novartis, 2002), which is prominently displayed and freely
available at chemists. The signs and symptoms listed on the leaflet include
"dryness .. .in the vagina", "loss of confidence, ... crying a lot, reduced interest
in sex" and so on (Novartis, 2002). "Risks" of menopause include "thinning of
the bones and, later, breaks", and "sagging of the uterus and/or vagina and,
later, prolapse" (Novartis, 2002). The implication that these terrible physical
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problems will happen to all menopausal women, instead of an unfortunate few,
is great. The leaflet does not mention that these signs may also be found in
women who are not menopausal, nor that the signs may well be attributed to
reasons other than the menopause, such as poor diet (Greer, 1991, p.150) or
social circumstances (Lee, 1998, p.48). The leaflet also fails to mention any
risks ofHRT.

Lyons and Griffin (2003) discursively analysed the ways in which menopause
was represented in self-help books. They noted that menopause was viewed in
five ways, namely, as a disease, as natural, as confusing, as 'the change', and
finally, as a condition to be managed (Lyons & Griffin, 2003, Analysis). They
comment that there was a tension between the main discourses of disease and
natural in the texts, but that the 'menopause as confusing' discourse levelled
out any inconsistencies (Lyons & Griffin, 2003, Analysis). The 'management'
discourse reinforced the view of the doctor as expert, but also managed to
imply that the individual woman was responsible for her management as well
(Lyons & Griffin, 2003, Analysis).

Gullette (1997) enlarges on the way in which menopause is written about, in
her article entitled "Menopause as Magic Marker". She states that in 19921993, "daily press stories, women's magazine articles, talk-show discussions,
major magazine essays, two books for popular consumption", (both bestsellers), "merging and overlapping and reinforcing at the overlaps" made
menopause public and famous yet again (Gullette, 1997, p.176). She names
this time the menoboom, and claims that the aim was to reinforce the "cultural
consolidation" (Gullette, 1997, p.177) of menopause as a marker in the Before
and After of women's lives. The youthful, reproductive years are the Before,
and the declining, ageing years are the After. The reason for this menoboom,
writes Gullette (1997), was to reinforce disparity in the [American] world,
where midlife women were becoming more powerful, more educated, more
financially successful, and more ambitious (p.179). The disparity was that even
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in the late twentieth century (at the time of Gullette's piece), "only women
age" (Gullette, 1997, p.179).

Perhaps, then, a reconsolidation of the menopausal discourse requires the
addition of yet another discourse. Has perimenopause become the new
discourse in the "age-graded" (Gullette, 1997, p.176) reductive discussions
about the midlife of women? Is the word perimenopause being used as a
backlash against the increased power, education, financial success and
ambition that more women are realising? I turn now to some current
representations of perimenopause, exploring them with these questions in
mind.
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CHAPTER4
THE TEXTS
This chapter constitutes a description of my chosen texts. The chapter will
consist of a description of each of the nine texts from three categories, namely,
popular literature, the Internet, and medical and allied health literature. Each
text will be addressed in turn, as I describe the type of text and its contents. A
more detailed discursive analysis of four themes, found in all three categories
of the texts, will be presented in the next chapter. The appendices contain
copies of the texts and their contents lists.
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First Category: Popular Literature
Text One: Self-Help Book
Goldstein, S.R. & Ashner, L. (1998). Could it be ... Perimenopause? London:
Vermilion.

Could it be ... Perimenopause? is a mainstream self-help book, aimed at women

in the so-called perimenopausal age group, as indicated on the front cover:
"How women 35-50 can overcome forgetfulness, mood swings, insomnia,
weight gain, sexual dysfunction, and other telltale signs of hormonal
imbalance" (bold in the original). The authors, Goldstein and Ashner, write
specifically
women,

for

perimenopausal

directing

the

wording

purposefully: "You are entering a
stage known as perimenopause, which
begins about a decade before the onset
of actual 'menopause" (Goldstein &
Ashner, 1998, p.6) The cover of the
book (see Figure 1) shows a comictype drawing of a woman with blond
hair and blue eyes. She also has bright
red lips. She has her hands to her face,
and

appears

to

be

alarmed

or

confused. It is she who appears to be
uttering

the

words

"Could

it

be ... perimenopause ?"

Figure 1. Front cover of the self-help book Could it be ... perimenopause?
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The dumb blonde! This portrayal both annoys and humours me. I showed
the cover of the book to a work colleague the other day; she was showing
some interest in my research. Secretly I was interested in gauging her
reaction to the picture. I was astonished when she merely remarked that she
wanted to borrow the book from me, so as to improve her knowledge of
perimenopause. How could she possibly ignore the front cover? Having
read the book, I feel that the cover is a good way to judge its
contents.

Journal extract.

Despite the cover of the book naming two authors, the text of the book is
written in the singular. The text refers to a medical "practice", giving the
impression that it has actually been written by the doctor.

Ashner is an internationally published writer, teacher and psychotherapist,
according to the dust cover of the book. She also apparently spent "hours"
talking to Goldstein's patients. Yet her work is unacknowledged in the pages
of the book. Is she just a token figure - a female to draw in female
readers?

Journal extract.

Thiele (1986) talks about the invisibility of women by way of exclusion, where
women are ignored in a male-dominated environment (p.31). In this text,
Ashner is acknowledged as an author on the front cover, yet "magically"
(Thiele, 1986, p.32) disappears from the words within the text.

Goldstein and Ashner supply the reader with scenarios, presumably with which
the reader may identify, of women who have experienced the "telltale signs of
hormonal imbalance" (front cover). The information in the chapters ranges
from the "subtle symptoms" (p.9) of perimenopause, to avoiding unnecessary
surgery, to recognising menopause "when you get there" (p.172). There is also
a chapter on Internet support, and the final chapter is in the form of a pep talk,
where Goldstein and Ashner encourage women to seek information, be positive
and to live a full life. A full list of contents is attached in Appendix A.
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Text Two: Self-Help Book
Jackson, N. (2004). The Hormone Survival Guide for Perimenopause.
California: Larkfield Publishing.

The Hormone Survival Guide for Perimenopause is also a mainstream self-help

book, aimed directly at women in perimenopause. Its cover (see Figure 2)
indicates : "Balance Your Hormones
THE

Naturally: Your Personalized (sic)

STEP PROGRAM TO BAlANCE YOUR HORMONES

Prescription for Balancing Mood,

The

Relieving

-iorn1on
urvival
c;uide

Stress,

Alleviating

Menopause symptoms, and Losing
Body Fat Based on Your Individual
Hormone Profile" (bold in original).
The book cover shows a picture of a
smiling Jackson, with a stethoscope

Balance Your Hormones Naturally

around

h~r

neck. The back of the

book cover states that Jackson is a
You r Pcr'ior!.Jiit~d Pn•sc r•rmon fo r ~~ Bnlnncing Mood \ 4 Relieving
S trc ~s . . \ 4 Allcvi<lting M cnopll usc Symptoms and .~~ Losing lJOdy l·.u
R.l s(.'d on Yom lndi v•d u:d 1-lurmon c Pro(• I ~

"radio and TV personality, author,
national lecturer, spokesperson, and

N1~.h2 . J~.rlcson,
Iii'/~~!
Ul/1111111111/llllrll
3 1 1, 1 02293604 9

Ph.D.

women's

health

advocate"

(but

doesn't explain the stethoscope).

Figure 2. Front cover of the book The Hormone Survival Guide for
Perimenopause.

To me, a stethoscope indicates a person with some kind of medical
background. As Jackson's book cover gave no clue as to why Jackson
should wear a

stethoscope,

I searched further

on

the

website

www.HormoneSurvival.com which was provided on the back cover of the
book. Jackson's website explains that Jackson is a nurse practitioner, who
has a practice "dedicated to hormonal health".

Journal extract.
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The book begins with how it can "help" the perimenopausal woman (p.xv).
Jackson states very clearly that current medical logic has fallen short of
correctly caring for perimenopausal women. She goes on to explain the
variation in hormonal levels that may occur in perimenopause, and the
disadvantages of these fluctuations. Tables and graphs make the text easier to
understand. After emphasising the importance of hormone testing, Jackson
discusses the differences between natural and synthetic hormones, and the
various forms that hormone treatment may take. Jackson is quick to state,
however, that not all women need to take hormones (either natural or synthetic)
in order to reduce some of the unpleasant signs of perimenopause. Diet,
exercise and a reduction in stress go a long way to relieving symptoms,
according to Jackson.

A chapter on PMS is also included, as well as chapters on libido, thyroid
dysfunction and common signs of perimenopause. The final short chapter
encourages women to follow a twelve-week plan to "overhaul" (Jackson, 2004,
p.142) their hormonal imbalances (with the help of a medical provider) as well
as their diets. There are various appendices, listing resources such as
compounding pharmacies and weight-loss supplements. Jackson provides a
website where information on all of these products may be obtained. Appendix
B gives complete details of the contents in Jackson's book.

Text Three: Women's Magazine
Marinos, S. (2005, April). Facts and fiction about menopause. Good Medicine,
46-48.

Good Medicine is an Australian mainstream magazine, readily available at
most newsagencies. The magazine advertises itself as a "personal life coach"
(front cover) for the reader and appears to be aimed at women, judging by the
pictures, the article content and the advertisements. This article, "Facts and
fiction about menopause" (Appendix C), is aimed at the midlife woman who is
experiencing hormonal changes prior to menopause. In spite of the title, the
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article actually discusses perimenopausal changes, rather than menopausal
ones: "it's the lead-up to it, a stage called perimenopause, that we hear most
about" (p.46). The article lists eight common 'myths' and then attempts to
debunk them, by "[separating] the fact from the fiction" (p.46). Examples of
some of the myths are: "All women experience symptoms such as hot flushes",
and "Women lose their sex drive" (p.46). With the help of a director of the
Jean Hailes Foundation, "a clinical and research organisation dedicated to
women's health" (p.46), the reason for the origin of the myths is given, and
then followed by the "facts" (p.46). All but one of the myths deals with
physical changes; depression is the only emotional or psychological issue that
is mentioned.

This article claims to debunk the myths, but I feel depressed just reading
about them all! It also leaves me with questions, such as: why mention some
of these myths at all? I find it difficult to believe that women may
automatically link weight gain and hysterectomy with either menopause or
perimenopause.

Journal extract.
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Second Category: The World Wide Web
Text Four: Website- Oprah
Winfrey, 0. (August 2002). Be Aware, Be Very Aware. Retrieved 01/07/05,
from
http://www.oprah.com/healthlomag/health_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml

The Oprah Winfrey Show is the number one talk show in the USA, and has
been so for nineteen consecutive seasons, according to Oprah's website
(www.oprah.com). The show is watched by forty-nine million viewers a week
in the USA, and is broadcast in 117 countries, including Australia
(www.oprah.com). The website features highlights from the talk show, as well
as articles from Oprah's magazine '0, the Oprah Magazine'. This article
(Appendix D) is taken from the website, but it originally featured in the August
2002 issue of the magazine. The article is entitled "Be Aware, Be Very

Aware", and subtitled "Oprah's Own Story". It is aimed directly at women:
"Before

you

declare

yourself

perimenopausal. .. "

(www .oprah.com/health/omag/health_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml,
emphasis added).

Oprah tells the story of how she awoke one day with palpitations. She was
terrified by this occurrence and consulted five different doctors in an attempt to
disq)ver the cause. None of them could explain the reason for her palpitations.
Finally, her trainer mentioned menopause to her. Denying that she could be
menopausal,

Oprah

then

experienced

a

"miracle"

(www .oprah.comlhealth/omag/health_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml);

she

discovered Northrup's book "The Wisdom of Menopause" (2001) and read
signs in the book similar to those she had been experiencing. She contacted
Northrup, and the rest of the article deals with information from the book and
from Northrup herself.
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Text Five: Website- Dr Phil
McGraw, P. (2003). Before the Change. Retrieved 08/08/05, from
http://www .drphil.com/shows/show/167

Dr Phil McGraw hosts a daytime talk show on television. Oprah's production
company created the show in 2002 (www.oprah.com). It consistently ranks
second amongst all the United States talk shows (www.oprah.com). In
Australia, an average audience of 297 000 watches Dr Phil from Monday to
Friday, with 76% of that audience being female (personal communication,
23/09/05). Dr Phil, a certified psychologist, deals with "topics ranging from
human functioning to behavioural medicine to legal issues" on his shows
(www .drphil.com).

In my mini-survey of colleagues at work, I discover that I am in the minority
when it comes to watching Dr Phil. I hadn't even heard of him until
recently. As part of my 'research', therefore, I felt obliged to view one of his
shows. He is certainly an engaging fellow, but the American dramatics
irritated me. It's a good job Dr Phil doesn't have to rely on me to boost his
numbers.

Journal extract.

The piece that I analyse here (Appendix E) is part of a program entitled

"Hormones From Hell", which consisted of people being interviewed about
different aspects of perimenopause. Dr Phil interviews Gittleman, the author of
the book "Before the Change: Taking charge ofyour perimenopause" (1998);
Dr Phil's wife, Robin, is also on the show. Robin persuaded Dr Phil to do the
interview, after reading Gittleman's book, and applying the principles to her
own life. The interview begins with Dr Phil praising the book and asking
Gittleman to explain her "peri zappers"; these are tools and techniques
"designed to zap the symptoms of perimenopause". Dr Phil adds a comment
here and there, and Robin endorses Gittleman's methods, by saying that she
feels "a healthier person at 50 than I was at 40".
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Text Six: Website - Power Surge
Stamm, A. (2004). Power Surge Live. Retrieved 07/08/05, from
http://www. power-surge.com/transcripts. goldash.htm

The website, http://www.power-surge.com/, is one of a number of sites
mentioned in text one. The website is hosted by Alice Stamm, who gives
herself the alias of 'Dearest'. On the section of the site known as Power Surge
Live, 'Dearest' hosts live guests, who talk about their topics of expertise, and
answer questions from the general public. Two such guests on this website
were Goldstein and Ashner, the authors of text one, and the transcript that I
analyse (Appendix F) is comprised of this particular interview.

After introducing the two guests, 'Dearest' briefly explains the content of the
book, with the authors providing some information as well. Thereafter, the
authors answer many questions from 'callers' to the site. As can be seen from
the transcript, each person asking a question has a c~ll-name, so that there is no
way of identifying the caller's gender. All of the questions, however, pertain to
physiological changes in the body during perimenopause,

problems

encountered with various treatments, and what kinds of treatment to use, thus
implying that all of the callers are not only female, but may also consider
themselves to be perimenopausal.

Whose neck do I feel like ringing the most? Is it Dearest's neck, or her
guests'? I feel that patronising feeling enveloping me again. Do women
really dwell on all of these perimenopausal effects, and

if so, why do they

use this medium to discuss them? Maybe because Goldstein is possibly a
famous personality in the USA. But where are their peers, their mums, their
friends? Do all of these women rely on the 'net for other forms of
information as well?

Note to self: must check out more chat rooms.

Journal extract.
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Third Category: Medical I Allied Health Articles
Text Seven: Medical Journal
Nachtigall, L.E. (1998). The Symptoms ofPerimenopause. Clinical Obstetrics

and Gynecology, 41(4), 921-927.

This journal is aimed at the medical industry, specifically those who work in
obstetrics and gynaecology. It is divided into two sections; one section
discusses an obstetrics issue and the other discusses a gynaecology issue. The
entire gynaecology section in this journal is focussed on perimenopause. There
are ten articles in this section, all written by doctors from different perspectives
of medicine. I have chosen the article by Nachtigall (Appendix G), because,
co-incidentally, she is the doctor who provided the foreword to text one.

Nachtigall begins by noting how very little has been written about
perimenopause. Her hope, as expressed in the second paragraph, is that this
will change, so that the "quality of life" (p.921) of perimenopausal women can
improve. After discussing some of the physiological aspects of perimenopause,
Nachtigall then enlarges on each of the five major categories of symptoms that
she has listed (p.923). According to Nachtigall, the most common symptom is
a change in menstrual pattern.

Ac,customed as I am to reading medical articles, I am looking at this one
from a feminist perspective. And it really is depressing in its depiction of
perimenopause. No wonder doctors view perimenopausal women as sick, if
this is all they have to go on. Interestingly, though, this article strikes a
chord with me. Quality of life is a definite issue for me in perimenopause.
Hot flushes, formication, irregular periods - all impinge on my daily
existence. I feel embarrassed and annoyed by their control over my usual
activities.

Journal extract.
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Text Eight: Allied Health Journal
Khalsa, H.K. (2004). How Yoga, Meditation, and a Yogic Lifestyle Can Help
Women Meet the Challenges of Perimenopause and Menopause. Sexuality,

Reproduction and Menopause, 2(3), 169-175.

This journal is aimed at those who work in the health industry. The article that
I analyse (Appendix H) begins by talking about menopause, and how yoga may
help women who are looking for a "natural and healthy transition" (p.169). The
author goes on to discuss how various yoga postures and exercises, meditation,
and relaxation can be beneficial for 'transitional' women. The article vacillates
between talking about menopause and perimenopause, without defining the
differences between the two. Included in the article are pictures of six yoga
poses, with explanations as to how each pose may benefit one's body.

Does Khalsa really think I'm going to be able to get into some of these
positions, now that I'm perimenopausal? I don't. think sol And why should
perimenopausal or menopausal women be picked upon for rejuvenation? It
annoys me that many of the 'changes' that women are advised to make
during these 'transitional' years are common-sense adjustments. Paying
special attention to my body's needs should be an ongoing phenomenon, not
something particular to this time of life.

Journal extract.

Text Nine: Allied Health Journal
McVeigh, C. (2005). Perimenopause: More Than Hot Flushes and Night
Sweats for Some Australian Women. Journal of Obstetric, Gynaecological and

Neonatal Nursing, 34, 21-27.

This journal is aimed at those who work in, or have an interest in, obstetric,
gynaecological and neonatal nursing. McVeigh conducted a quantitative survey
at women's health centres in New South Wales, in order to identify "the most
common perimenopausal symptoms", and to "explore the extent to which these
symptoms were distressing" (p.21). Her findings contradict other medical
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literature; McVeigh cites Nachtigal! (see text seven), in stating that changes in
menstruation and hot . flushes

are the most common

symptoms of

perimenopause. However, McVeigh found that women identified forgetfulness,
lack of energy, irritability, poor concentration and weight gain as the most
common symptoms, with the most distressing symptom being weight gain
(p.25). Appendix I contains the journal article.

I don't know the WHAS; I wonder

if the women named the symptoms

themselves, or whether the WHAS named the symptoms. Funnily enough, I
concur with Nachtigall's claims.

Journal extract.

This chapter has outlined the texts that I use to find representations of
perimenopause. The following chapter will discuss four of the most common
themes that I have found across the three categories of texts.
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CHAPTERS
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter details four themes that I perceive to be prominent in all of the
texts. This analysis is necessarily subjective, as it relies solely on my reading of
the texts (Lupton, 1992, p.148). However, I include many extracts from the
texts, so that the reader can validate the conclusions I reach (Lupton, 1992,
p.148). In undertaking the analysis, I used the steps as described in my
methodology (Colaizzi, as cited by Hauck, 2004).

1. Perimenopause is a medically defined condition needing management
Each text alludes, in some way, to the view that perimenopause is a medically
defined condition that needs some form of management. This theme is, in fact,
the dominant theme across all texts, despite texts two and eight promoting a
'natural' stance. Lyons and Griffin (2003), in their exploration of self-help
books on menopause, separated the themes of disease and management. I
suggest that here they belong together, because wherever the pathology of
perimenopause is mentioned in the texts, ways of dealing with this pathology
are quickly suggested. I have also emulated Lyons and Griffin (2003) in using
the word 'management', rather than 'treatment', as there are no startling claims
of 'cure' for perimenopause in any of the texts. This is in contrast to the claims
about the curative aspects of oestrogen for menopause (Coney, 1991, p.59),
and early claims that surgical removal of the ovaries would 'cure' PMS (Laws,
1985, p.26).

Texts one and seven view perimenopause predominantly from a biomedical
perspective. Both texts have doctors as authors. However, all of the texts use
words that are symbolically medical. "Symptoms", "patients", "treatment" and
"prescription" are some examples. This use of medical terms leads to an
association of perimenopause with disease or illness (Lyons & Griffin, 2003,
Discussion and implications, paragraph 3). Also, detailing the symptoms as a
'set of symptoms' has the effect of encouraging a woman, who experiences one
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symptom, to anxiously await the other symptoms (Richards, 1997, p.l02).
Markens (1996) states that defining PMS as a medical problem attributes
pathology to women's bodies (p.47). In defining perimenopause also as a
medical problem needing management, women's bodies are pathologised at yet
another stage of their lives (Laws, 1985, p.23).

All of the texts concentrate mostly on the physiological side of perimenopause:
"this particular imbalance between oestrogen and progesterone is at the root of
most perimenopausal symptoms" (Text two, Jackson, 2004, p.21). Some of the
language used implies breakdown, inadequacy or loss of function (Martin,
1992, p.44) within the body: "deficiency or excess" (Text two, Jackson, 2004,
p.42) and: "erratic ovarian function" (Text six, Stamm, 2004, n.p.) and
"irregularly irregular" (Text seven, Nachtigall, 1998, p.922). Spender (1985)
has commented on the use of labelling and demeaning language, which
promotes and perpetuates gender inequality (p.139). Text seven perpetuates
this inequality:

This group is known as "the sandwich generation", caring for
their immediate families and ageing parents as well as having
career commitments. (Text seven, Nachtigall, 1998, p.921).

These words also subtly refer to the traditional role of the woman staying in the
home, and being the nurturer (Martin, 1992, p.l21).

The sandwich generation! I love it! Where on earth did Nachtigall get that
from? And where would I fit in to her description? I'm perimenopausal, but
I don't have children I immediate family to look after. And my parents are
far from needing MY help. So what type of sandwich would I be? Ham and
mustard on rye, perhaps? Toasted cheese and tomato? What a degrading
description of perimenopausal women this is.

Journal extract.
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All of the texts suggest some way of managing perimenopause. Those texts
with an obvious medical slant recommend hormonal treatment, but differ as to
which hormonal treatment. Goldstein and Ashner, both in text one and text six,
advocate the oral contraceptive: "Today, low dose birth-control pills are the
most effective treatment for perimenopausal symptoms" (Text one, Goldstein
& Ashner, 1998, p.48). Three of the other texts, however, talk about HRT as a

way of managing perimenopausal 'symptoms':

"she can find relief through ... accepted hormone replacement therapy"
(Text seven, Nachtigall, 1998, p.921).

" ... HRT

remains

a

good

short-term

treatment

for

severe

perimenopausal symptoms" (Text nine, McVeigh, 2005, p.22).

" ... probably nothing else [besides HRT] will work" (Text three,
Marinos, 2005, p.48)

The 'natural' approach in text two actually means the use of bioidentical
hormones, instead of synthetic ones, in order to bring "you and your hormones
back into balance" (Text two, Jackson, 2004, p.18). Text eight doesn't specify
which particular form of medical management should be used, only that yoga
can help "supplement" any "medical support"

(Text eight, Khalsa, 2004,

p.1IO).

In text five, Dr Phil indicates that he considers perimenopause to need

management when he asks Gittleman "What's the most important first step in
treating perimenopause?" (Text five, http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167,

emphasis added). All of the questions and answers in text six relate to
symptoms and treatment; other issues that may impact on perimenopause are
not addressed.

There are suggestions of other forms of management, such as supplements and
lifestyle changes, but these are overwhelmed by the medical management. Text
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seven does concede the possibility of other options, but these are not discussed.
In text one, on the other _hand, Goldstein and Ashner write scathingly about the

use of alternative options by perimenopausal women:

... just because they come from plants and are available at healthfood shops is no reason to think any of them is preferable to
medication that is government regulated, tested on thousands of
women, and successful with millions of patients. Just because it
comes from nature doesn't make it better. ... Nature can be very
cruel. Nature lets mothers die in childbirth. (Text one, Goldstein &
Ashner, 1998, pp.70-71, emphasis in original)

I

find

this

quote

is

so

patronising!

Every

fibre

of my

womanly/nurse/midwife being rises up to smite these words. Where is
the evidence for what Goldstein and Ashner are saying? These words
are intended to produce guilt and control, in my opinion. Guilt, because
mothers have guilt thrust upon them throughout their lives, and control,
by getting women to consume vast quantities of drugs that will change
their womanly characteristics.

Journal extract

Nowhere amongst all these options is there the choice to do nothing, to take no
action at all. According to these

t~xts,

one cannot just simply ignore

perimenopause; one has to manage it somehow. Thus the woman who wishes
to take no action, who wants to locate herself outside the treatment discourse,
has no frame of reference from which to work (Lyons & Griffin, 2003,
Discussion and implications, paragraph 3).

In many of the texts, the doctor is seen as the expert, the person with the

knowledge. The perimenopausal woman, as one who knows her own body, is
referred to in only two of the texts. In text five, Dr Phil's interview with
Gittleman places her at the centre of expertise, a woman who has experience
and

knowledge

in

dealing

with

perimenopause

(Text

five,
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http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167).

However,

in

exhibiting

this

knowledge, she uses the format of a doctor's talk show; her expertise is
undermined, because the doctor is seen as authenticating her words. Lyons and
Griffin (2003) noted that even in the self-help books which had women
authors, the doctor was still viewed as the expert on menopause (Discussion
and implications, paragraph 8). Text nine positions women "who were assumed
to be perimenopausal" (McVeigh, 2005, p.23) as those with the knowledge
when it comes to discussing "common perimenopausal symptoms", and the
"level of distress" caused by these "symptoms" (McVeigh, 2005, p.23). In this
text, Me Veigh (2005) compares the information obtained from the women with
that presented by medical experts, and finds interesting differences (p.25).

Text four has the potential to speak powerfully from the point of view of a
perimenopausal woman. Yet Oprah moves quickly to cast doubt on her own
interpretation

of

menopause

(http://www.oprah.com/health/omaglhealth_

omag_200208_menopause.jhtml). Oprah does refer to another woman for
assistance, but that woman is a doctor. Women have internalised medical
conceptualisations of the way in which their bodies function, leaving them to
doubt their own expertise and knowledge of their bodies (Murray, 1996, p.1;
Laws, 1985, p.20).

The use of women's stories about frightening perimenopausal symptoms and
'treatment' can be seen to validate (Markens, 1996, p.48) the existence of
perimenopause as a distressing problem that needs medical assistance. The
women's words perform an important function in validating a homogenous
view of perimenopause (Butler, 1992, p.15; Flax, 1992, p.454), one in which
normal bodily processes are seen as abnormal.

In text five, Gittleman and Robin pass up the opportunity to strike a balance
between normal physiological changes and the unpleasant and disruptive
changes experienced by a minority of women. Instead, an array of negative
symptoms is recounted by Gittleman: "depression, forgetfulness, anxiety and
sleeplessness",

and

" ... all

those

moodswings"

(Text

five,
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http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167). She embellishes the recitation with
fear:

"I

thought.

I

was

going

crazy"

(Text

five,

http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167). Her remedies, the peri zappers,
further reinforce the perception that management is needed. Robin validates the
authenticity of the peri zappers: " ... everything that worked for me, was in her
book" (Text five, http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167).

2. Perimenopause is confusing and contradictory
Confusion is a consistent theme across all of the texts. The cover of text one
(see Figure 1) shows a woman with a perplexed and anxious look on her face.
Even the title of the book alludes to the possibility that there is much
uncertainty about the subject of perimenopause. The cover of text two shows
the author with a stethoscope around her neck, a symbol usually associated
with doctors; however, Jackson is a nurse. Three of the texts (texts three, four
and eight) switch between perimenopause and menopause in their discussions,
leaving the reader uncertain as to which particular time period is being
discussed.

Lyons and Griffin (2003) noted a 'confusion' discourse in their analysis of selfhelp books on menopause. They concluded that this discourse helped to
construct menopause as a perplexing condition, for both women and health
professionals (Lyons & Griffin, 2003, Discussion and implications, paragraph
4). Similarly, according to texts one to nine, confusion and contradiction are
major factors in perimenopause. This may be because there appears to be
difficulty in reaching a consensus regarding the definition of perimenopause.
Text one states that perimenopause is caused by "fluctuating levels of
oestrogen with no progesterone to balance it (sic)" (Text one, Goldstein and
Ashner, 1998, p.15). Text two, although it promotes a 'natural' approach,
defines perimenopause in the glossary as:

The years leading up to menopause- usually between the ages of
thirty-five and fifty - during which hormones fluctuate and birth
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control pills or HRT may be prescribed. Symptoms include mood
swings, depression,. hot flashes, insomnia, weight gain, fatigue, and
low sex drive. (Text two, Jackson, 2004, p.167).

Text nine gives a definition that is both vague and technical: "a few years
before and one year after the permanent cessation of menses" and:
"perimenopause is marked by FSH (follicle stimulating hormone) > 30
miU/ml" (Text nine, McVeigh, 2005, p.22). In text six, 'Dearest' asks
Goldstein and Ashner to explain the differences between perimenopause and
postmenopause. The guests respond, qualifying their definition by stating that
there is "tremendous confusion between peri, post and menopause" (Text six,
http://www.power-surge.com/transcripts.goldash.htm p.1), alluding to the
possibility that doctors themselves may be confused about these definitions.
Text seven rejects the WHO definition (1996), stating that a "better working
definition" is as follows:

It is the phase preceding the onset of menopause, generally

occurring around 40-50 years of age, during which the regularly
cycling woman transitions to a pattern of irregular cycling and
increased periods of amenorrhea, with associated symptoms
reflecting hormonal changes. (Text seven, Nachtigal!, 1998,
p.922).

Two of the articles do not give any definitions for perimenopause, and text four
merely states that perimenopause "begins years before a woman's last period"
(Text

four,

http://www .oprah.comlhealthlomaglhealth_omag_200208_

menopause. jhtml).

There is also no consensus about common 'symptoms' of perimenopause. Text
one states categorically that there are two types of perimenopausal symptoms:
bleeding and psychological (Text one, Goldstein and Ashner, 1998, p.23), and
that hot flushes and night sweats are associated with menopause (Text one,
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Goldstein and Ashner, 1998, pp.174-177). However, text seven names hot
flushes as the second most common symptom of perimenopause (Text seven,
Nachtigall, 1998, p.924), and text three concurs. Text four only mentions one
symptom: palpitations (Text four, http://www.oprah.com/health/omag/health
_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml), and text five dwells mostly on the
psychosomatic

"depression,

symptoms:

forgetfulness, ... anxiety .. .irritability ... .frustrations"

(Text

five,

http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167). In text nine, the psychosomatic
symptoms, as reported by the women themselves, are also the most common
(Text nine, McVeigh, 2005, p.24).

The onset and timing of perimenopause appears to cause confusion as well.
Five of the texts suggest that perimenopause commences around the age of
thirty-five. Text two clearly situates perimenopause between the ages of thirtyfive and fifty (Text two, Jackson, 2004, p.167). Text eight gently alludes to the
possibility of perimenopause beginning in the thirties: "A woman should begin
shifting her diet and exercise routing at age 36, consciously responding to
internal changes even before she may feel them as symptoms" (Text eight,
Khalsa, 2004, p.170). Text four states that perimenopause "can start as early as
35

and

last

anywhere

from

5

to

13

years"

(Text

four,

http://www .oprah.comlhealth/omag/health_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml).

The, medical and allied health articles do not clarify the age at which
perimenopause may begin, but do give some estimate as to how long this
period may last. Text nine states that perimenopause lasts "on average 7 to 10
years and [spans] up to 25 years" (Text nine, McVeigh, 2005,p.21). Text seven
considers the time period is shorter: "the 2-8 years preceding menopause and
the 1 year after the final menses" (Text seven, Nachtigal!, 1998, p.922).
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My sister phoned today; as usual I directed the talk to my thesis! She said
that she had had two weeks of hot flushes and night sweats, but both these
and her periods have stopped. The hot flushes were not too bad, but she
hated the night sweats. She said that a woman in her office, aged over sixty,
is still suffering badly with hot flushes. Hope I'm not still having hot flushes

Journal extract.

in fourteen years' time!

This theme extends to the management ofperimenopause. As noted above, all
of the texts indicate that some fmm of management is necessary. The
contradiction arises in the types of hormonal treatment. Two of the texts state
that

the

hormones

should

be

'natural'

(meaning

bioidentical)

and

individualised, but even this option is considered only "if the synthetics don't
work" (Text five, http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167).

The message given by the confusion theme is that perimenopause is an unclear
and contradictory time: "it is one of the least understood, ... and most
confounding stages in a woman's life" (Text one, Goldstein & Ashner, 1998,
p.6). It is therefore no wonder that the doctors are confused as well: "Doctors
didn't know what it was" (Text five, http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167).
Lyons and Griffin (2003) also noted a theme of confusion in the discourse of
menopause (Menopause as confusing, paragraph 1). Women's bodies were
viewed as "complex", and menopause made them even more "complicated"
(Lyons & Griffin, 2003, Discussion and implications, paragraph 3).

However, women are reassured that they can and should still rely on medical
and allied health practitioners for explanations and advice. The authors of text
one assure the woman reader that she "will know what is going on in [her]
body" (Text one, Goldstein & Ashner, 1998, p.7), and text two is confident that
it will provide "practical, step-by-step solutions" (Text two, Jackson, 2004,
back cover). Text three is not as confident; it advises readers that it will "try to
separate the fact from the fiction" (Text three, Marinos, 2005, p.46, emphasis
added). In text four, Oprah considers it a "miracle" that she discovered
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Northrup's book, and was thus able to solve her dilemma (Text four,
http://www.oprah.com/health/omaglhealth_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml).
The implication is that whilst the medical profession may be confused about
perimenopause, they are still the experts to turn to for explanations and
recommendations. Women remain therefore, under their control, and are
undermined as experts of their own bodies (Laws, 1985, p.20).

3. Perimenopause is to be feared.
Fear is a powerful weapon. It can be used to exert control. Martin (1992)
suggests that fear was used to keep women in the home, where they could not
possibly take part in any occupation that was considered unfeminine (p.115).
Similarly, the fear of 'losing control', through hot flushes and hot emotions in
menopause, and the fear of ageing, has kept the pharmaceutical companies that
manufacture HRT in business (Coney, 1991, p.163). Numerous legal cases
have promoted the perception that women with PMS should be feared, avoided
even, as they can kill (Laws, 1985, p.12; Johnson &.Kandrack, 1995, p.25).

In all of the texts in my study, there is the suggestion that perimenopause also
holds an element of fear. Indeed, merely the description of a perimenopausal
woman is enough to cause dread:

Imagine a woman between thirty:-five and fifty. A spare tire (sic) is
developing around her middle, and bags have made unwelcome
appearances beneath her eyes. Hot flashes come and go throughout
the day, and night sweats interrupt her sleep. She is exhausted,
can't seem to concentrate, and alternates between depression and
flying off the handle. Upset and anxious, she seeks help for the
unpleasant physical and emotional changes that are crowding the
good times out of her life. (Text two, Jackson, 2004, p.1).

However, some of the texts make this fear explicit. In text four, Oprah heads
her

article:

"Be

aware,

be

very

aware"

(Text

four,
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http://www.oprah.com/healthlomag/health_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml).
She also tells readers that the perimenopausal symptom she experienced caused
her

to

think

that

she

was

"going

to

die"

(Text

four,

http://www.oprah.com/healthlomag/health_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml).
The title of text two, The Hormone Survival Guide for Perimenopause,
suggests a condition that could possibly have fatal consequences (Text two,
Jackson, 2004, front cover).

The picture on the front cover of text one is of a woman who is anxious or
fearful, and who is wondering how she can "overcome" the horrors of
pedmenopause (Text one, Goldstein & Ashner, 1998, front cover). The
message to readers is one of suspicion that she may not, in fact, prevail over
the condition. The theme of fear is continued in the text, where the authors
discuss issues such as surgery and cancer (Text one, Goldstein & Ashner,
1998, contents list). The information on cancer is included, despite the authors'
reassurance that a perimenopausal woman is "not a high risk (sic) for any of
the gynaecological cancers" (Text one, Goldstein & Ashner, 1998, p.127).

Osteoporosis is a condition that is generally connected with women, mostly
menopausal women (Gullette, 1997, p.184; Coney, 1991, p.81). Information
about osteoporosis is generally provided in an atmosphere of dread. Gullette
(1997) calls this technique the "quick-step bone-mass sequence: osteoporosis
leads to falls, fall (sic) to fractures, fractures to expense and death" (p.184).
Three of the texts here allude to a connection between osteoporosis and
perimenopause. Text six recommends the drug Evista as a way of preventing
osteoporosis: "Excellent choice. Evista preserves bone, prevents fractures,
lowers breast cancer, lowers uterine cancer, lowers cholesterol.. . .little to lose"
(Text six, http://www.power-surge.com/transcripts.goldash.htm). Text one
links osteoporosis to perimenopause by talking about the age (mid-thirties) at
which bone loss can commence (Goldstein & Ashner, 1998, p.183). In text
five, Gittleman encourages women to exercise regularly: "you're building
strong

bones

for

menopause"

(Text

five,
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http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167). Thus, a clear overlap between the
discourse of menopause,. and perimenopause can be seen.

Most of the articles have lists of symptoms; by grouping all the symptoms
together in this fashion may lead to the belief that if one has one symptom, one
must expect the other symptoms as well (Richards, 1997, p.l02). Numerous
symptoms are named on the covers of the self-help books. Some of the in-text
language perpetuates the fear factor:

Other perimenopausal women are hanging on for dear life as they
ride the hormonal roller coaster, plunging from the highest highs
to the deepest lows in a matter of twenty-four hours (Text two,
Jackson, 2004, p.12, emphasis added).

Text three attempts to 'bust myths' about some perimenopausal symptoms, so
that women will not worry; Gullette (1997) suggests that this technique
actually succeeds in telling women what there is to worry about (p.184). Few
of the texts qualify the universality of the symptoms of perimenopause, thus
treating women as one homogenous group (Butler, 1992, p.15), and suggesting
that all perimenopausal women should dread this time period.

4. Perimenopause is a time for rejuvenation
"Petimenopause is your body's way of shifting your full attention back onto
your

well-being",

states

Oprah

in

text

four

(http://www.oprah.com/health/omag/health_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml).
It's

a

time

to

"reinvent

yourself'

(http://www.oprah.com/health/omag/health_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml).
Seven of the other texts concur with Oprah. One example is: "Make it a
priority to learn to live to the fullest within your changing body" (Text one,
Goldstein

&

Ashner,

1998,

p.221).

Another example

is:

"Ideally,

perimenopausal women are in a place where they can implement dietary
changes, self-help measures, and other lifestyle improvements" (Text two,
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Jackson, 2004, p.l7). Text three suggests: "women [will] renegotiate what
they're doing with their life (sic)" (Text three, Good Medicine, 2005, p.48).

If menopause is a time of degeneration (Martin, 1992, p.51), perimenopause is

a time of rejuvenation. In our present culture, "Healthiness has replaced
Godliness" (Lupton, 1995, p.4) as the means by which good citizens are
measured. Sybylla (1997) suggests that a woman is conditioned to scrutinise
herself and discover that "lo! ... she is what the experts say she is" (p.201). She
admits that she needs transformation, or rejuvenation, rather than expecting
patriarchal society to accept her as she is (Sybylla, 1997, p.201).

Lyons and Griffin (2003) found that menopause was presented as a 'change'
(Menopause as the change, paragraph 1); indeed, it is known colloquially as
'the change' (Greer, 1991). This change is not only inevitable, it is negative,
stressful, sudden and out of the control of women (Lyons & Griffin, 2003,
Menopause as the change, paragraph 4). Perimenopause, on the other hand, is
depicted in the texts as a time of growth, spiritually, intellectually and
emotionally. Women may become confused and frightened, but they do have
chances to exert some control over their path through perimenopause (Text
two, Jackson, 2004, p.xv).

The texts do not qualify why the responsibility for rejuvenation should fall on
the shoulders of perimenopausal women in particular. Many of the methods
suggested for achieving rejuvenation are lifestyle techniques that, ideally,
should be lifelong practices: good diet, exercise, adequate health care, positive
mental attitude, and so on. Text four does suggest that the forty-something
body may not be able to tolerate poor habits as well as the twenty-something
body can, and the body may therefore retaliate: "If you keep this up, I'm gonna
make

you

old"

(Text

four,

http://www.oprah.com/healthlomag!health_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml).

There are various and many suggestions for achieving a rejuvenated body. Text
four mentions a few: " ... getting adequate sleep, balancing your diet, drinking
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water,

exercising

regularly ... "

(Text

four,

http://www.oprah.com/h~alth/omag/health_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml).

Text two devotes many pages to achieving a balance: "Getting your liver in
shape" (p.56); "A six-step plan for weight/fat loss" (p.64); "The Quick-Fix
plan for stress" (p.86); "Simple exercises for improved body image" (p.l05);
"The Quick Fix plan for energy" (p.l21); and "Establishing better sleep
patterns" (Text two, Jackson, 2004, p.139).

Text one states that low-dose biith control pills are the first option when it
comes to rejuvenation, as they "restore health" (Text one, Goldstein & Ashner,
1998, p.49). This phrase echoes the words of Dr Wilson, the gynaecologist who
declared oestrogen to be the wonder drug for menopausal women (Coney,
1991, p.59). A good diet, plenty of weight-bearing exercise and a positive
outlook on life are also important for perimenopausal women, according to text
six (Text six, Stamm, 2004, n.p.). Increased knowledge helps women to "feel
more in control of their bodies" as well (Text one, Goldstein & Ashner, 1998,
p.213). This enlightenment "helps the doctor, too" to make "the correct
diagnosis" (Text one, Goldstein & Ashner, 1998, p.213).

Text eight advises women to, of course, take up yoga, as well as to rest: "it is
advisable for every woman over 50 to take an 11-minute nap daily", to use
water to "cool and calm the heat ... and. the toughest emotions", and to address
their "psychological and spiritual well-being" (Text eight, Khalsa, 2004,
p.172). Other than "exercising for at least 45 minutes, 3 times a week, and
eating a balanced diet ... rich in ... soy products, nuts and pulses" (Text three,
Marinos, 2005, p.48), text three does not suggest any other ways for
rejuvenation. In fact, it does not offer any advice on how women can even
achieve these goals.

If perimenopausal women are indeed "sandwiched" (Text seven, Nachtigal!,

1998, p.921) between caring for both their growing children and their ageing
parents, and trying to maintain a career, there is often little room left for fitting
in forty-five minutes of exercise, and searching for delicious recipes for tofu.
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Texts one, two and eight do offer more practical step-by-step advice on how to·
achieve an improved lifestyle, but once again, the advice is directed at the
individual level only. Any societal factors, which may contribute to women not
achieving their goal of rejuvenation, such as women having a second, unpaid
job in the home (Markens, 1996, p.48), are not addressed.

In talking to women about their experiences of menopause, Richards ( 1997)

found that those women who felt that they had 'taken control' of their lives,
and had made changes, were "unusual" and "unusually articulate" women
(p.78). The average woman-in-the-street, who may not have the educational or
social advantages of an "unusually articulate" woman, may not, therefore, have
the privileged opportunity for rejuvenation.

The texts imply that women are still held responsible for the management of
their rejuvenation. This is achieved through self-surveillance. Danaher,
Schirato and Webb (2000) maintain that self-surveillance is the "most
economical form" of surveillance (p.76). Once people have been taught how to
be 'docile bodies' (Cranny-Francis, Waring, Stavropoulos, & Kirkby, 2003,
p.189), they continually search for any signs within themselves of "wrongness"
(Laws, 1985, p.20). Sybylla (1997) writes about how the body is always the
target in the creation of these docile populations; in fact, the body and the self
cannot be separated from each other (p.214).

Thus, women are warned that they need to keep a watch for perimenopause,
because "if you don't recognise that it's happening, you can't do anything
about it" (Text five, http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167). Once the
condition has been recognised, women are obliged to "[take] care of
perimenopause"

(Text

five,

http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167).

According to Gittleman, they do this by using her peri zappers (Text five,
http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167). Monitoring the condition of the body
takes place through testing of the saliva, hair follicles and blood (Text five,
http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167). Not only do women have to consider
their present perimenopausal deficiencies, but they also have to think of the
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future,

and

build

"strong

bones

for

menopause"

(Text

five,

http://www.drphil.com/shows/show/167).

The task of attending to one's emotions and monitoring one's health through
self-discipline has its rewards: "women .. .learn that discipline brings an
enormous amount of self-satisfaction" (Text one, Goldstein and Ashner, 1998,
p.216). Or, in text five, as Robin found out after following Gittleman's advice:
"I think I am a healthier person at 50 than I was at 40" (Text five,
http://www .drphil.com/shows/showJ.l67).

Text seven is the only cext that does not suggest rejuvenation for
perimenopausal women. As this article is aimed at the medical profession, and
is thus overwhelmingly medical in nature, the implication is that there is no
need to consider any lifestyle changes for the "patient" (Text seven, Nachtigal!,
1998, p.921), as these will make no difference to the outcome. Text nine, also
aimed at the health profession, appears to reject any idea that women can
achieve any rejuvenation on their own: " ... practitioners should offer programs
aimed at .. .improving general health status" (Text nine, McVeigh, 2005, p.26,
emphasis added).

I wonder whether all of these suggestions for rejuvenation actually make the
women FEEL empowered. They may have the responsibility for their own
health management, but they actually don't have any authority over it, do
they?

Journal extract.
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CHAPTER6
CONCLUSION
The aim of my thesis was to explore current representations of perimenopause.
I have chosen nine texts from three categories, and I have discursively analysed
them, at the same time comparing the representations of perimenopause in the
texts with feminist analyses of PMS and menopause. I have detailed four
themes that I consider to be present across all categories of texts. These themes
are: firstly, perimenopause is a medically defined condition that needs
management; secondly, perimenopause is confusing and contradictory; thirdly,
perimenopause is to be feared; and fourthly, perimenopause is a time of
rejuvenation.

The word perimenopause is significant in itself. This word is in all nine texts,
texts which are products of individual, organisational, technological or cultural
activities (Reinharz,

1992, p.147).

Separately, these texts might be

insignificant, yet when they connect with one another, as I have connected
them within this thesis, each text is made meaningful (Phillips & Hardy, 2000,
p.4). I argue then, that perimenopause is not just a new word in our (gendered)
language, but a distinct discourse.

Parker (1992) suggests that discoursys have particular hallmarks. First, he
suggests that discourses create a concrete reality (Parker, 1992, p.8). In
describing perimenopause, the texts have certainly made perimenopause a
reality. Furthermore, as I have shown, the concentration on the predominantly
physiological aspects of perimenopause, without taking into account the many
ways in which life impinges on women, is reductionist (Brook, 1999, p.52).
The subtleties and nuances - individual, cultural, economic and social - of
women's lives are subsumed under the concrete weight of the perimenopausal
physical reality.
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Authority is another feature of a discourse (Parker, 1992, p.9). In this case, the
dominant institution of patriarchal medicine has infused a sense of authority
and knowledge about perimenopause into the texts, using women's possible
concerns over health, ageing and their roles in life. Cranny-Francis, Waring,
Stavropoulos and Kirkby (2003) comment on the way that institutions focus
our attention on certain issues, using methods that seem part of our daily lives
(p.47). Here, I, as the subject, have been addressed by the texts as a
perimenopausal woman who could be frightened and confused, but in whom
there is the possibility of rejuvenation (to avoid expensive medical costs to the
nation, of course). The perimenopausal woman who does not view herself thus,
may have no other frame of reference on which to draw (Lyons and Griffin,
2003, Discussion and implications, paragraph 2).

As a discourse, perimenopause exhibits coherence (Parker, 1992, p.lO). There
is internal validity in the perimenopausal world portrayed in these texts. It is
held up to women as rational and real. It makes sense of women's lives:
"Feeling fat? Out of sorts? Inexplicably sad? Or even feel like ripping
someone's head off? Don't worry. Hormonal imbalance can do that." (Text
two, Jackson, 2004, back cover). The fragments of women's lives, so
perplexing to those who would wish to document or monitor them, have been
bundled together into a patterned system (Lupton, 1992, p.145). This system is
coherent also in the way that it is simplified and accessible to women: "Let me
say this book is so great because it's accessible. There's not a lot of mumbojumbo. It's a list of day-to-day, practical, things to do." (Text five,
http://www .drphil.com/shows/show/167).

Perimenopause is similar to and refers to other discourses (Parker, 1992, p.12),
namely PMS and menopause. I have shown the crossover in the main themes in
the texts analysed, and there are other examples (text two, the self help book by
Jackson, contains a chapter on PMS). PMS and menopause are represented as
abnormalities or pathology, that require medical attention (Greer, 1991, p.18;
Markens, 1996, p.47). In a similar way perimenopause is depicted as a time in
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women's lives which is probably frightening and confusing, but for which
there is help from health professionals. Negative images, language and
stereotypes, similar to those used in the discourses of PMS and menopause, are
also utilised to describe perimenopause.

Perimenopause was first defined by the WHO in 1980 (WHO Report, 1996,
p.2); however, by the way it has been described differently in these various
texts, it has since evolved and had many "layers" (Parker, 1992, p.15) attached
to it, another feature of a discourse. Parker (1992) also states that, often,
discourses talk about issues which have always been present (p.16), but which
can be appropriated for various purposes. In a sense, then, we are at an
historical point (Parker,

1992, p.15) with regard to perimenopause.

Perimenopause, as the period of time pre or around menopause, has always
been a part of menstruating women's lives. But as I have argued, it has now
been appropriated by the main institutions of society (patriarchal medicine
being the dominant one, the media being another). Perimenopause is
represented at the minimum as a problem, at the maximum as a pathology,
thus, arguably, reinforcing the dependence of women on those institutions and
disempowering women in their daily lives. At this historical moment, when
women have achieved increased social and economic power following the
decades of the second wave of women's liberation, they are shown to be at the
mercy of perimenopause.

This does not imply though, that women are merely victims- of the medical
establishment, of the media, or of their own biology. This provides a far too
simplistic analysis and would only add to "all the women of the world lying
like squashed ants beneath the increasing load of sociological documentation of
men's

power over

them"

(Wearing,

1996,

p.32).

With

regard

to

perimenopause, as a discourse, its power relations are complex. The diversity
of women must always be acknowledged; further, "the subject woman is not a
monolithic essence defined once and for all, but rather the site of multiple,
complex, and potentially contradictory experiences" (Braidotti, 1997, p.27).
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This has certainly been my experience as a perimenopausal woman, as both a
subject and object of this research. However, it must be noted that the first
three themes identified in my analysis contribute to the depiction of the
perimenopausal woman as dependent, scared and confused. The fourth theme
of rejuvenation depicts a different woman, one who is vital, informed and
empowered. But, as Richards (1997) says: empowered to do what? (p.101). To
be empowered, one is "lesser" than the more powerful authority that is
investing the power (Lupton, 1995, p.60). Perimenopausal women may have
difficulty realising that empowerment, when faced with the 'expertise' and
dominant ideology of patriarchal medicine.

Perimenopause is then, I argue, certainly a discourse, and one with implications
for women. With the realisation of this discourse, the whole reproductive life
of a woman is potentially controlled by patriarchal ideology (Laws, 1985,
p.23). In perimenopause (as a period that lay descriptions suggest could cover
fifteen years of a woman's life) there is menopausal 'bracket creep'. The adult
woman is thus pathologised for much of her adult life. The accentuation of the
medical profession as experts with regard to women's bodies, is reinforced
(Greer, 1991, p.25) and extended. The physical, emotional and psychological
changes in perimenopause are described as pathological, and in so doing, they
become 'normalised' into society's view of perimenopause. Perimenopause is
increasingly being represented as a major issue in and for women's lives; it
cannot be ignored.

This thesis is a small study of nine texts. Overall, the study revealed negative
implications for perimenopausal women. There was some ambiguity in the
texts, and therefore the promise of positive implications, especially in the
rejuvenation discourse, can be seen. There was little opportunity for the diverse
experiences of perimenopausal women to be heard or discussed; the
overwhelming body of knowledge provided was medical in nature.
Perimenopausal changes were not, on the whole, described as normal; this has
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the effect of encouraging unhealthy attitudes towards women's bodies
(Johnson & Kandrack, 1995, p.26).

This analysis may therefore provide suggestions for further research. If women
are given the opportunity to voice their experiences (positive or negative) of
perimenopause, a wider body of knowledge can be obtained. Differences in
experiences could possibly be seen as just differences, rather than pathology. A
narrative of the experiences of some perimenopausal women could ascertain
how these women view themselves. Do they see themselves as subjects
situated within the dominant perimenopausal discourse? Or are they defining
their own discourses? (Martin, 1992, p.22).

Yes, I am a perimenopausal woman, 'sandwiched' between the red tent and
the red haze. And yet, against all perimenopausal odds, I have achieved the
completion of this thesis. This is cause for jubilation.

Journal extract.

Word count: 13 543
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Appendix C
Marinos, S. (2005, April). Facts and fiction about menopause. Good Medicine,
46-48.

Don't believe everything you hear about
menopause . Sarah Marinos tal ks to an
expert to find the truth behind the myths

facts&fi
ti
ABOUT MENOPAUSE
W

e kno w that we

symp tom s at all . apart from
the ~r penod stOPP''19· and 60

wi ll all experience
menopause - it 1s

a natural part of a woman 's
life. In Australia, the average
ag e is 51 to 52 years old.
Menopause is a womon's
ast monthly paned. and when
you have not menstruated for
12 consecutive months . you're
consrrlemrl postmenopausal
But 1ts the lead-up to 11. a
stage called penmenopause,
that we hear most J.bour. It
occurs two to srx years belore
your last penod. and this is the
trme most women experience
phys1ca1 changes. Dunna th1s
- stage. the ovaries slow down
r?roductron 'JI hormones such
JS oestrogen and progesterone.
whrch can lead to symptoms

per cenl

such as hot nushes. Eventually.
hormone •evels fall to a level
where penods stop. Levels keep
dropp1ng for two to three years
unt1l they reach their lowest
levels. where they stay.

Thero 11ave been countless
stones about menopause so,

here. Ne try to separate the fact
from the l1ctron tor you.

Myth

All women
experience
symptoms such
as hot flushes
• •
About 20 per cent of women
expenence no menopausal

or women

~mvc

only

m1ld symp toms, according to
1nformat10n from the Jean
Harles Foundation, a clinical
anrl reseFirr.h organisat1on
decilcatod to women's health.
""About 20 per cent of women
have severe symp toms thc1 t
1nterfere w1th their quah ty of
lite."" says Dr Elizabeth Farrell. a
director of Jean Hailes. ''But
most women havA symptoms
thoy can manage. although
!hoy 1111ght not like them.""
Classic symptoms are hot
flushes. n1ght sweats, vag1nal
dryness. aches and pains.
mood changes, 1tchiny unUer
the sk1n, heedeches. sleep
problems. forgotfutnes" and

tiredness and irritability. ""The
expectation may be worse
than the experience,"" explains
Dr Farrell. "" It appears that
all symptoms are fa do With
the underlying change dunng
menopause, wh1ch IS a fall 1n
oestrogen levels. But we don't
know why some women get
symptoms and some don't.""

Myth

Women lose
their sex drive

--··

Women may lose 1nterest 1n sex
clue ro vag~na l rJryness, wh1ch
can make sex uncomf011able.
But it can eas1ly be treated •

perimenopause. rt's better to
monitor da1ly symptoms."

sadness, espeCially 1f a woman
has lost children or was never
able to have t11em. Menopause
forces women to realise the
age1ng process is start1ng and
that can be hard for a wh1!e."

Myth

Hormone therapy
is essential

----··

with lubrication or oestrogen
preparat1ons, such as creams
and vag1naJ tablets lhFit stimulate
vag1nal secretions. Ask your
GP ror adv1ce.
Menopause may not be the
only factor , says Dr Farrell. "If
a woman J1as been wi th her
pa1tner for years, slle may feel
thnt the spflrk has left thew
relationship. Children may be
leav1ng home. and around the
age of menopause, women
renegotia te what they're do1ng
w1th rhetr It( e. They want to fulfil
the1r own needs rather than
lh1nk1ng of everyone else first.
Issues such as stress. llealth,
tam1ly and relationsl11ps, and
menopnusol exponcnr.e Cfln nil
cause sexual problems."

Myth

Women put
on weight

••

'Around the ngc mP.nopa115e
occurs. our metabolism slows
on o that tnggers we1ght ga1n."
>3 xplains Dr Farrell. "Younger
women who have premature

menopause may not put on the
same degree of weight 1n the
same way as older women
experiencing menopause do.
so that ind1cates that we1ght
ga1n IS age related ."
For most women, exerc1s1ng
for at least 45 minutes. three
times a week. and eating a
balanced d1et. w1ll help to fight
this werght gain

Myth

All women
become depressed

••

Menopause doesn't cause
depression, however. dunng
pe11menopause. thti fluctuating
hormones may lead to mood
swings. Women who have had
a h1story of either depress1on
or premenstrual syndrome may
be r.1ore sens1tive to those
hormonal cllanges.
Menopausal ·madness· or
melancholia 1S a myth. expla1ns
Dr Farrell. 'I see women With
mood changes who say they'd
lil<c to be able to separate what
IS hormonal and what is due Ia
everjthing else 1n the1r life.
Menopause siqnals 1~1e end of
fAGIIity . so 1t can be a time of

Hormone therapy (HTI used lo
be called hormone replacement
therapy (HRn.
For women w1th moderate to
severe menopausal symptoms.
probably nothing else will
work, explains Dr Farrell. But
many women handle mild
symptoms Without HT A dret
rich 1n plant -oestrogen foods.
such as soy products. nuts
and pulses. helps ease the
symptoms, she says. "Exerc1se
is very important for wellbeing
and mood, helps with sleep
problems and 1mproves the
cardiovascular system and
bone strength."
If you want to use natural
therapies, consult a qualified
pract1t1oner with exper1ise in
women's health.

Myth

Hormone levels
must be measured

----·· -

"We measure hormone levels
in young women when try1ng
to diagnose if they're at early
menopause. or when we're
try1ng to work out why penods
have stopped for a reason
other than menopause." says
Dr Farrell. "Somet1mes. when
a woman has a hysterectomy,
we check hormone levels to
test the absorption of oestrogen
from gel or patch or implant.
For most women, though, the
hormone levels change rapidly
from day to day, so during

Myth t

Having a
hysterectomy will
bring it on early

-------

Ten to 20 per cent of women
who have a hysterectomy go
through menopause one to
four years earlier than they
would have done naturally. (It
also occurs about one and a
half years earlier in smokers.)
'The uterus is supplied by the
utenne artery, wh1ch also sends
blood to the ovaries. Dunng
surgery for hysterectomy, the
surgeon l1as to interfere with
that blood supply, wh1ch may
be a stimulus to turn oH the
ovanes," says Dr Farrell.

Myth

A bone density
measurement
is crucial

----··'t----

OsteoporoSIS occurs when
bones become fragile and
break more easily because of
calc1um loss. Around one 1n
three wurnen over 65 have a
fracture. HT reduces the nsk
and decreases lractures o f
the spine by up to 40 per cent.
It also reduces h1p fractures .
"Women may have a bone
denSity test when there are nsk
factors for osteoporOSIS. such
as a fam1ly h1story, a sedentary
lifestyle or a low-calc1um diet,"
says Dr Farrell. "Treatments for
severe asthma . an underact1ve
thyroid and rheumatoid arthritis
can aNect bone dens1ty and
strength, as well. Each woman
should be assessed about her
nsks of develop1ng osteoporosis
to decide wl1ether a test for
bone denstty is necessary." o
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Winfrey, 0. (August 2002). Be Aware, Be Very Aware. Retrieved 01/07/05,
from
http://www.oprah.com/health/omaglhealth_omag_200208_menopause.jhtml
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Oprah's Own Story
My body sent me its

Oprah's Angel Network

first wake-up call more
than a year ago, on an

About Opmh

evenmg

I'll

• Your Health

never

forget. One night last

Oprah 3m. tiaue

June, !- someone who
has

had

womankind
Sp rlt and Self

every
and

heart

test

has

been

known

to

repeatedly

reassured that I have no blockages- awoke
with my heart palpitating so intensely that it
felt like it was going to beat right out of my

• Beauty

Relationships

chest. Pound! Pound! Pound! For the first

• Sexuality

time in my life, I thought I was about to die.
Fooo and Home

A doctor's visit confirmed what I'd already
M nd ar.d Body

been told: I don't have heart disease. Over

• At Any Age

the next six months, my attempts to figure
Oprah .com Presents

out what I did have led me to four more
doctors- and not one could explain the
palpitations. Then one morning when I was
out running, I mentioned the palpitations to

Oprah's '/t.lorkshop

my

Message Boards

"I

trainer,

think

it's

Bob

the

big

• Emotional
being

Greene.

M,"

he

said.
• Bob Greene

OGroups

"The

Online Journal

"I

Oprah Alert

I stopped and stared at him. "Of course it's

big

think

M

it's

what?"

I

menopause,"

shot

back.

he

said.

not menopause!" I said. "I'm still having my
Newsletters

E-mail Us

periods.

Regular

as

rain!"

Like nearly every other woman in America,
I believed that menopause would hit when
my periods ended- that I'd suddenly wake
up one day during my fifties in a fit of hot
flashing. Yet over the next few days, Bob's
words stayed with me: Could he be right?
Of the five doctors I'd visited, two were
female. Neither had asked whether I, then
age 47, might be nearing one of the major
markers of a woman's life. I finally put the
question directly to my fifth doctor, a heart
specialist: Could I be entering menopause?

W:

"Well, if it's menopause, ma'am," he said,

TALK WITH

chuckling, "you're definitely in the wrong

OTHERS

place! I don't know a thing about that."

What happened next can only be called a
miracle. A few days later, I was walking
around the Harpo offices when I noticed a
book called The Wisdom of Menopause . I

Message

opened it right to page 456, where I saw a

Boards

subtitle that seemed to shout directly at me:
"Palpitations: Your Heart's Wake-Up Call."

0 Groups

I spotted a woman's story that sounded
exactly like my own: "I am a 48-year-old
female with no major health problems."
Check. "My periods are still fairly regular."
Check. "About a month ago .. .I started
experiencing heart irregularities. I felt like
my heart was skipping a beat and was going
to beat out of my chest!" Double check.
Then I saw the line that clarified everything:
"There's no question that heart palpitations
at menopause are related to changing
hormones."

(Before

you

perimenopausal- peri

declare
means

yourself
near

or

around- hear this: A racing heart could be a
symptom of a life-threatening condition,
like heart disease.

If you

expenence

irregular heart rhythm, please get to a
doctor right away.)

2J

E-mail to a Friend

Shmtly after my revelation, I made a call to
the woman who wrote The Wisdom of

Menopause-Christiane Northrup, M.D., an
expert on holistic healing and women's
health.

Dr.

perimenopause

Northrup
begins

years

says

that

before

a

woman's last period. It can start as early as
35 (yes, 35) and last anywhere from 5 to 13
years. In this country, the avetage age at
which a woman has her final menstrual
cycle is 51. And here's a kicker that'll keep
you using birth control into your fifties: An
entire year must pass after your final period
before you can be certain that you've
absolutely

stopped

producing

eggs.

Here's what I realized after reading all 498
pages of The Wisdom of Menopause:
Everything you've always known about
taking care of yourself-getting adequate
sleep, balancing your diet, drinking water,
exercising regularly-comes

into

sharp

focus during this phase. Perimenopause is
your body's way of shifting your full
attention back onto your well-being. "When
you don't take care of your body in your
twenties," Northrup says, "you can get away
with it. But as you move toward your
forties, your body says, 'If you keep this up,
I'm gonna make you old-but if you stop
now,

you'll

get

a

second

chance.'"

At Dr. Northrup's suggestion, I cut out what
I

~all

the white stuff-high-glycemic-index

foods such as potatoes, white rice, refined
sugar and bread that throw my insulin level
out of whack, cause weight gain, and trigger
palpitations. I'd already cut out salt months
before, believing that my racing heart might
have been a symptom of high blood
pressure. After just four days of swearing
off

the

white

stuff,

my

palpitations

completely

ended.

So many women I've talked to

see

menopause as an ending-a loss of youth,
autonomy and vitality. But I've discovered
that the approach of menopause is a knock
at the door that can prompt you to finally
create the life you've always wanted. This is
your moment to reinvent yourself after
years of focusing on the needs of everyone
else-your mate, your children, your boss.
It's your opportunity to get clear about what
matters to you, and then to pursue that with
all of your energy, time and talent.

Appendix E
McGraw, P. (2003). Before the Change. Retrieved 08/08/05, from
http://www .drphil.com/shows/show/167

"Let me say this book is so great because it's
accessible," says Dr. Phil. "There's not a lot of
mumbo-jumbo. It's a list of day-to-day,
practical, things to do. I think it's a great
resource for everybody."

Ann Louise explains: "The reason I wrote the book is that I thought I was
going crazy until I realized that I was really going through 'the change.'
Doctors didn't know what it was, so I had to do a lot of research myself. I think
enlightened self-interest is the best reason for doing any of this investigation. If
it can help me, it can help all of the women on the show."

Robin adds: "I researched and read everything that I could find in the
bookstores and on the internet. I researched doctors daily, and tested
everything and found that everything that worked for me, was in her book."

Dr. Phil asks Ann Louise, "What's the most
important

first

step

m

treating

perimenopause ?"

"Number one, if you don't recogmze it's
happening, you can't do anything about it,"

replies Ann Louise. "Perimenopause is occurring in women as early as 35 years
of age. That means so .many of us will be going through symptoms like
depression, forgetfulness, anxiety and sleeplessness. Women will be going to
doctors who think they should be getting medicated rather than taking caring of
perimenopause."

Dr. Phil adds : "When I was in practice, I had so many patients come to me with
perimenapause that were on everything from Prozac to Elavil, antianxiety,
antidepressants, and massive dosages of estrogen."

"Yes," says Ann Louise, "And that's totally wrong because what we're learning
is that we have too much estrogen in the environment and many of us are not
estrogen deficient. We're deficient in another very important hormone,
progesterone."

Dr. Phil asks Ann Louise to review her
perimenopausal treatment method, what she
calls her "Peri Zappers," designed to 'zap' the
symptoms of perimenopause.

Ann Louise starts out: "My 'Peri Zapper'

number one, which is good for perimenopause and PMS, is flaxseed oil. You
should get one to two tablespoons of flaxseed oil a day. Or get the ground up
flaxseed and put it on your oatmeal or your popcorn. It's a great source of
natural hormone balancing, and it keeps your blood sugar level so you won't go
up and down like a rollercoaster.

"Number two is evening primrose oil. It's a PMS 'Peri Zapper' because the two
are very closely aligned. Two weeks before your period, start taking at least
1000 milligrams of evening primrose oil, half in the morning, half at night. It's
a great way to relieve irritability, menstrual headaches, as well as water
retention and painful breasts."

Also, Ann Louise says women should take
multi-vitamins,

"But

more

importantly,

magnesium. We've been sold a bill of goods
about how important calcium is.

It is

important, but just as important, if not more
so, is magnesium, especially with those mood
swings and all that anxiety and irritability that women feel. Right before going
to bed, I'd like about 400 milligrams of magnesium on everybody's night table,
Dr. Phil."

Another mineral Ann Louise recommends women take is Zinc. "Zinc is an
anti-anxiety mineral," says Ann. "It's very important as a precursor of
progesterone to balance all the extra estrogen. Which is next, the progesterone
cream. You can put that on topically. Just rub a little on the throat, some of the
fleshy areas of the inner arms, even the palms.

"Exercise is next. You're venting all your frustrations, you're building strong
bones for menopause, which is going to occur at about the age of 51. So we're
going to build up and get some good lifestyle practices."

Ann Louise continues: "Next, you need to destress some stress. That's important because
the more stressed we are, the more we use up
our magnesium and our zinc."

Dr. Phil adds: "I found over the years, that
there are certain types of massage that can help, like acupuncture point
massage, and certain types of music can be helpful in de-stressing. Next, tell us
about adrenal refresher."

"The adrenals are your backup system once you hit 'the change,'" says Ann
Louise. "So you want to make sure those are really strong so you can withstand
stress better. Take soy phytohormones in moderate amounts. We now know
that too much soy can actually backfue on the system.

"And then last but not least, natural hormone therapy. If the synthetics don't
work, you can always go to a natural compounding pharmacist and get a
prescription that's individualized to exactly what you need."

Dr. Phil asks
Robin, "What's
worked

best

for

you,

because you've
tried it all?"

"First of all," says Robin, "Before I started anything, I did the saliva testing, the
hair follicle testing and the blood testing. I found out what minerals I was
deficient in, and did mineral I.V.'s, and got myself healthy. I did everything
naturally, I didn't' want to do any synthetic medications. I do everything on
Ann Louise's list... I go to a compounding pharmacy, use an estrogen cream,
my progesterone is natural, and I supplement with all the essential oils."

Dr. Phil mentions, "Robin is so into all of this. That's why we're doing this
show. She kept telling me, 'You need to call Ann Louise. You need to do this
show. This is a big deal!"'

Robin adds, "I believe now, after doing everything that I found worked for me,
and then finding it in Ann's book, it's made everything so simple for me. I think
I am a healthier person at 50 than I was at 40."
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Stamm, A. (2004). Power Surge Live. Retrieved 07/08/05, from
http://www.power-surge.com/transcripts.goldash.htm
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Power Surge™ Live!
Host: Dearest

Guests: Dr. Stephen Goldstein
and
Laurie Ashner

Order "Could It
Be ...• Perimenopause?"

Dr.

Steven

Goldstein

laurie Ashner

Dearest:

Tonight's guests came to my attention when co-

author, laurie Ashner, a Medical Journalist, Researcher and Author
was seeking resources on menopause on the Internet. Her search
brought laurie to Power Surge and I'm so proud to beincluded in (5
pages) of their new book, "Could It Be .... Perimenopause?" (little
Brown) as "the premier site for women in menopause on the
Internet." (blushing with pride).

laurie Ashner and the physician behind the book, Dr. Stephen R.
Goldstein, have written one of the dearest and most readable
books on menopause I've yet seen (and that's a lot). Dr. Goldstein
is a Professor at New York University School of Medicine; Director
of Gynecologic Ultrasound, Co-Director of Bone Densitometry at
NYU and the immediate past Chairman of the American College of
Obstetrics and Gynecology for New York. (Where on earth does he
find time to write books) :)

Every paragraph of "Could It Be .... Perimenopause?" is chock-ablock full of the "Questions Women Ask"- the questions WE ask,
not simply medical lingo many of us simply don't understand.
Questions like:

"I'm 51 and I'm spotting every day. Is this normal like a long last
period?" ...
"Is compulsive eating a symptom of perimenopause?" .•.
"I'm

becoming

forgetful

and

accident-prone.

Is this

due

to

perimenopause?"

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner discuss HRT, SERMS (Raloxifene),
HMO's,

birth

control

pills

perimenopausal symptoms, too!

and

natural

treatments

for

It's my pleasure to welcome you both to Power Surge:). Could you
begin by explaining the differences between "perimenopause" and
"postmenopause?"

think

there's

tremendous

confusion between peri, post and menopause. Menopause is when
there is absent estrogen due to a lack of ovarian function.
Perimenopause is characterized by fluctuating levels of unopposed
estrogen secondary to anovulation, or lack of ovulation.

It is the

change in estrogen levels that results in many of the symptoms of
perimenopause, rather than the absent estrogen of menopause.

So, would it go without saying that once those
estrogen levels have "leveled out" -- the uncomfortable symptoms
associated with perimenopause will disappear?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

You have to realize that there is a

difference between absent estrogen and dry vagina, skin changes,
decreased

libido

perimenopause.

and

the

transitional

symptoms

of

the

Initially the hot flashes are related to very low

and absent levels of estrogen.

Dearest:

You mean the severe hot flashes we experience

during Perimenopause while we're still menstruating are due to
low and absent levels of estrogen?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

The subtle changes that we speak

about in the book occur sometimes up to ten years before the first
hot flash or vaginal dryness. Yes, those hot flashes are due to that
although rising FSH (follicle stimulating hormone) may also play a
role.

Dearest:

Don't the FSH levels rise as the estrogen drops?

Dr. Goldstehl and Ms. Aslmer:

Realize that paradmdcally late in

the perimenopausal transition, there will be estrodial levels in a
premenopausal

range

while

there

are

FSH

levels

in

a

postmenopausal range. In many women FSH rises while estrogen
does not fall to menopausal levels as quickly.

RKPSO: Could you explain the benefits of taking Evista over the
other designer estrogens. I have felt so sick on HRT. I am about to
start on it and I am worried that I will be sick again

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:
Evista is a SERM--

Designer estrogen is a poor term.

Selective Estrogen Receptor Mdulator.

That

means it ads like estrogen in some tissues -- bone, lipid, etc. while
being an estrogen
uterus).
estrogen.

blocker in

It is not estrogen.

reproductive tissues.

(Breast,

It should not be confused with

It has great potential for extending postmenopausal

women's health, but it is NOT a treatment for

menopausal

symptoms (hot flashes, etc.)

Dearest:

Others have reported that Raloxifene can even

cause hot flashes.

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

No. In 24 percent of the women in

clinical trials reported hot flashes at some time in the clinical trials
over two years, but only 1.9 percent discontinued the study
because of hot flashes.

The implication is and it has been my

clinical experience as well, that they are mild and short lived.

BARANDSTEP:

I have had daily breast discomfort and tenderness.

Is this a symptom and what can one do about it?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Astmer:

BARANDSTEP:

Either peri

Symptom of what?

or menopause?

Due to

unopposed

estrogen.

Dr. Goldstein

~md

usually

estrogen

an

Ms. Ashner:
effect.

Perimenopause,
You

would

certainly--this

not

expect

is

breast

tenderness in menopause.

RCHCTH: If you're having very heavy periods, wouldn't adding ERT
make it worse?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

There's a

Absolutely it would.

difference between replacing estrogen in menopause and using
ultra low dose birth control pills in perimenopause.

ERT does not

turn off the erratic ovarian function of perimenopause.

Low dose

birth control pills shut down your own ovarian function and
substitute a small amount of estrogen and progesterone all month
long.

Dearest:

Dr. Goldstein, you write about the new low-dose

estrogen/progesterone therapy, a Ia HRT or BC pills.

I even read

where you talk about the almost non-existent risk of stroke. Do you
believe these low-dose pills are so much safer than we are told?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

In non-smokers, Dearest, yes. The

total estrogen in pre menopausal woman on these pills may in fact
be LESS than what your own body makes monthly.

People are

confused because clearly in post menopause, if you take HRT, your
body and you·r breasts will have more circulating estrogen than if

you don't take HRT.

But with birth control pills, remember they

SHUT DOWN estrogen your ovary is making and substitute an even
smaller amount.

Dearest:

I had a doctor in Power Surge who told us any

woman who smokes is "safe" taking HRT. What are your feelings
about this? It goes against everything I've ever read about HRT
and smoking.

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Smoking and HRT -- Standard HRT

is about one half the dose of 20 micrograms birth control pills. I
think any woman who smokes and uses estrogen at any dose is
playing with fire, no pun intended.

GMAMATT:

Do the hot flashes ever subside and does sleep

return to normal if one isn't on hormones?

Do you recommend

Evista?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

In the overwhelming majority of

women, the hot flashes and sleep disturbances are marketedly
diminished over 12, 18,24

month~.

A very small percent of women,

may be affected over a longer period of time.

Dearest:

Dr. Goldstein, what women are NOT candidates for

hormone therapy?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Are

we

talking

replacement

birth control pills in terms of who is not a candidate?

Dearest:

Wouldn't it be pretty much the same for both?

or

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:
smokers.

Yes,

with

the

caveat

of

the

Birth control pills are contraindicated in smokers over

35, but HRT is not such an absolute.

MMSCHEER16:

I'm having hot flashes and feeling sick to my

stomach and tenderness in my breast is there any thing I can do?
Any medications?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

MMSCHEER16:

Are you still getting periods?

Yes

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:
birth control pills.

Two month trial of 20 microgram

In addition, exercise, anti oxidant vitamins,

moderate alcohol, low fat diet will all help.

They apply to

everybody, perimenopausal, or not.

MMSCHEER16:

Deal rest:

How would I get that ?

MMSCHEER, best thing is to get it from your

doctor.

Kaaitjie:
using

I am post-menopausal (no period for 18 months) &

compounded

"natural"

HRT.

What

regimen

would

you

recommend for post menopausal me/women?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:
benefits of "natural" HRT?

What do you perceive to be the

Kaaitjie:

Right now I'm not sure - I'm not having flashes,

bone density OK,

high blood pressure though.

I could not use

regular HRT - migraines

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:
with risk free.

Many many people equate natural

Just because it comes from a health food store

doesn't mean it's safe.

There are many phyto estrogens that are

powerful. If they relieve hot flashes, you should realize that your
breasts are seeing it as estrogen too, except it has no quality
control, or standardization like pharmaceuticals do.

Sea loom:

Dr. I am 43 full blown menopause for at least a

year. HRT made me sick so I am taking Pro-Gest cream and soy
protein.

My blood test came back low on estrogen. the doctor

wants to put me on estrogen and I don't want to because it makes
me sick.

Any advise?

The doctor said that in 6 months if the

estrogen is not higher he wants me on it.

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

For

patients

like

you

with

premature ovarian failure, I often still use 20 microgram birth
control pills because a younger woman like you has even higher
estrogen requirements than someone older first going through
menopause.

You will do better (all of the people in this room) if

you markedly restrict your salt intake while on birth control pills or
estrogen and add 200 mg vitamin B-6 time-released a day

Dearest:

Dr. G and Laurie, what would be your suggestions

for women who are postmenopausal and who can't take HRT?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Astmer:

I depends on why you can't take

HRT, and is the goal treatment of symptoms or extending health.

Dearest:

Extending health.

Can't take HRT - history of

phlebitis and don't prefer HRT and its risks, to say nothing of its
side effects.

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Extending health? Then it depends

on what the reason is to not take HRT.

Are you a candidate for

Evista?

Dei:uest:

I, personally, am not a candidate for most drugs. I

don't react well.

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:
oxidant vitamins and B-6.

Watch

your

diet,

stay

on

anti

Don't discount Evista, it may be what

you need, since it lowers breast cancer, lowers uterine cancer,
preserves bone, prevents fractures and lowers cholesterol. It's the
most exciting drug to come along since penicillin.

Dearest:

I treat all those with vitamins, minerals, herbs and

phytoestrogens.

I got thru the worst part of menopause without

hormones. Think 1"11 make it through the rest :) Mom just turned

87:)

RCHCTH:

History of breast cysts, will ERT make cysts worse

and breasts more tender? (in peri)

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Absolutely.

You should consider

20 micro birth control pills, decrease salt, decrease caffeine.
problem is your own FLUCTUATING estrogen.

The

Birth control pills

will turn that off. You'll feel better, your breasts won't hurt.

But

you must decrease salt and caffeine.

Dearest:

Can you make the distinction between 20 meg of

BC pills and traditional ERT menopausal women take? Thanks

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

The total effective estrogen of 20

mc::g pills is about double .625 milligrams of c::onjuted estrogen. But
remember that the BCPs TURN OfF your own ovarian production
and substitute this low dose instead.

Dearest:

Then wouldn't 20 mc::g BC pills put us more at risk

for c::anc::er?

Dr, Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Than what?

It doesn't put you at

more risk because it turns off the estrogen you're already making.

Dearest:

But it's adding synthetic:: estrogen to your body,

right? I'm confused here

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

A point I'm trying to make is if

you're post menopausal all you need all you need is .625 mg of
c::onjuted estrogen is sufficient unless you are under age 45.

This

dose in perimenopausal women, however, will not be able to
SUPRESS your own ovarian production.

20 mc::g bc:::p pills are the

lowest dose effective to do this.

Dearest:

Interesting. Another point, we're told to take

c::onjuted estrogens for heart health .... yet I've read that they c::an
elevate triglyc::erides whic::h contribute greatly to heart problems.
What are your thoughts?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashr-ner:

The relationship between estrogen

and heart disease as mediated through the SECONDARY markers,
known as lipids is still unclear.

Yes estrogen raised triglyc::erides

(not a great thing) but estrogen increases HDL (a very great thing).
Hopefully the Women's Health Initiative will yield some answers.

Dearest:

Yes, we're all looking forward to those results in

2005

Annetteb2:

I'm 49-- many symptoms, yet have regular periods.

I am presently taking natural progesterone (capsules). When the
time comes is there a natural estrogen and when should I consider
it is time?

Dr. Goldstein emd Ms. Ashner:

When you stop having any vaginal

bleeding. Vaginal bleeding is a sign of enough estrogen priming of
the uterus. The use of progesterone, natural or otherwise, can help
to regulate your bleeding

pattern, but will do little for the

symptoms of fluctuating estrogen

Howard1978:

I'm DES exposed and have trouble with synthetics

because of bad receptors. Is there a *safe natural estrogen?

I'm

41, started periods again after using progest cream

Dr. Goldstein .t:md Ms. Ashner:

This is a case when you should see

your doctor. DES exposure usually causes anatomic::: changes in the
genital tract, but I am unaware of any changes to overall estrogen
receptor function.

Obviously, yours is a unique case, and you

should discuss this with your doctor.

lrj48:

I am 50; went into meno early--at 43 & took HRT for 7 yr.--

just had hysterectomy wfovaries removed, and I'm wondering if I
should take testosterone in addition to estrogen now

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Testosterone with estrogen helps

with libido in about 50 percent of patients who have that problem.
In that case I'd say, other functions of testosterone are not well
studied or understood. The jury is still out.

lrj48:

Is there any point other than libido? Are you saying there's

no evidence? ·

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Other than libido, in my clinical

practice, that's been the only significant addition of testosterone.

GMAMATT:

Wanted to know more about Evista. Went off HRT

after ten years, concerned about long term use causing breast
cancer. Dr. wants me to take Evista for bone health

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Excellent choice.

Evistc;~

preserves

bone, prevents fractures, lowers breast cancer, lowers uterine
cancer, lowers cholesterol. It's worth a try. little to lose.

lanNJess:

at 45 had prec::anc::er in breast, on tamoxifen until

50, had total hysterectomy at 46, off tamoxifen now. mood swings,
weight etc::. Any suggestions?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Were your ovaries removed?

If

yes, it's a tough one. I'd definitely consider Evista. I cover this in
my book "The Estrogen Alternative" (Putnam)

Sue:

If taking the low dose BC pills turns off your ovarian

function, what happens when you stop the BC pills?

How long do

you normally keep someone on such a treatment program?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Until around age 50.

coming off the pill, ovarian function resumes.

Soon, after

Around age 50 in

women on dose pills you can check FSH on day 6 on the pill free
week and if it is elevated, you can switch the patient to more
traditional forms of HRT.

Sea loom:

Dr. since I haven't had a period in over a yr.{43 yr.

old). HRT made me sick. Would you prescribe birth control or Evista
and why can't I get the same amount of estrogen from soy protein
the natural way?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

I would give someone your age 20

meg birth control pills and then the amount of soy you would have
to ingest would be 40 to 50 grams a day.

It's not enough to

sprinkle a little soy in your spaghetti sauce. It think soy may turn
out to be a phyto SIERM and I am very interested and following the
resea rc:h c:a refu lly.

Sea loom:

What about eating enough of a half a block of tofu?

Dearest:

You can get 184 mg. soy isoflavones in one Revival

Soy Protein shake.

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

You'd need forty of those shakes a

day to get to the dose I'm talking about!

Dearest:

Dr. Goldstein, why would you have to drink 40 soy

shakes of 184 mg. soy isoflavones to get the same effect? Japanese
women consume approximately 200 mg. of soy isoflavones in their
diets daily. If I drank that many shakes, the flatulence alone would
cause WW III :)

Dr, Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

The amount of breast cancer as

well as menopausal symptoms in the Japanese culture is markedly
less than here. However, the amount of soy in their diets is
SIGNIFICANTLY greater than the soy protein shakes.

Dearest:

Don't you attribute that, in good part, to their diet

rich in soy isoflavones?

A typical Japanese woman consumes

approximately 200 mg. of soy isoflavones per day.

Revival Soy

Protein Shakes currently being used in research at Johns Hopkins,
contain 184 mg. per shake. 200 mg. is sufficiently higher than 184
mg.?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Probably, Dearest. But such a diet

is difficult for most Westerners to adhere to.

Dearest:

The soy shakes are delicious :) I have no problem

with one shake per day.

Annetteb2:

I am 49, perimenopausal on natural progesterone.

At this time is testosterone indicated for loss of libido(which may
be caused by a medication I am on and wouid taking soy protein at
this point be detrimental?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashnen

But what drug are you on that is

affecting libido? Discover that rather than adding more irons to the
fire.

Annetteb2:

I am on Effexor however Dr. thinks the libido more

than likely is hormonal.

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Have

your

doctor

recommend

something other than effexor. I have no data on how testosterone
might interact with effexor.

Lrj48:

You seem to think testosterone basically unnecessary;

even if no ovaries?

Is it only sex drive--l thought it might help

w/overall energy level.

Dr. GoldsteirD cmd Ms. Ashner:

I

don't

think

testosterone

is

unnecessary, and I am saying the jury is still out. Pharmaceutical
grade testosterone is only available with estrogen.

Testosterone

creams have poor quality control. I'm hoping that in the years that
follow research will show better ways to administer testosterone if
research shows it to be of value. The research on testosterone is
really lacking.

I can't really comment any further than what I've

already said.

Lrj48:

You said 200 mg B6 before, isn't that a lot? I looked at my

multi-vitamin, and it is has only 5 mg. What does B6 do for you?

Dearest:

200 mg. B-6 is not a lot. I take 100 mg. B-6 3x per

day

Sealoom:

Dr. I took birth contol pills for 3 weeks when I was

19. They made me sick too.

If I can put in my body enough soy

isn't that enough?

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

This is a main theme of my book,

Could It Be ... Perimenopause?. The pills you took had FOUR TIMES
the hormone of the ultra low dose pill we're speaking about today.
Take vitamin B6, restrict your salt, and give them a two month
trial.

Dearest:

Dr. Goldstein and Laurie Ashner,thanks for joining

us in Power Surge and fielding our questions about perimenopause,
HRT,

SER.Ms·

and

your

wonderful

new

book,

"Could

It

Be .... Perimenopause?" Thank you, too, for the wonderful chapter
on Power Surge in your book. We hope you'll come back and visit
with us again very soon

Dr. Goldstein, laurie, please share the name of the
newest book, too.

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:"The Estrogen Alternative"

Dearest:

Thanks and thank you for a wonderful chat tonight

Dr. Goldstein and Ms. Ashner:

Disclaimer:

It was our pleasure. Thanks to all!

Every guest in Power Surge is a highly respected

professional whose opinions are his/her own. An appearance in
Power Surge does not constitute an endorsement of a guest's
views.

None of these transcripts may be reprinted or reproduced without
the express permission of Power

~urge™

and the respective guest.

Dearest
aka Alice Stamm
Power Surge
Founder, Facilitator, Host

Copyright@1994-2005 by Power Surge. All Rights Reserved

Appendix G
Nachtigall, L.E. (1998). The Symptoms of Perimenopause. Clinical Obstetrics
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Until re~:cntly, the time just hcfi•re and just
after the last mcnstnml period has been
littk understood and ignon"d both in the
literatnrc <~nd in clinical practice, despite
the impact on patients' quality of !if.:. (lf
late, howev,~r. thanks to an incrcat>ingly
growing population of women, tm;dical science is beginning to examine aod lteai the
symptoms th<H ~n often w:company the
year~ thnt prto.:cde the menop11use. Nn
woman hns the pntk~nc0 to suffer through as
many ns I0 years nf symptoms nmil h(·t last
mense> arrives and she can nnd relic!'
thmug.h the adjustment of her estrogen rt'·
ceptors nr treatment with arccptcd hormone
replm:ement therapy (HRT).
By recognizing the perimcnnpause, and
understanding the symptoms lh<tt accompany this period, wt~ can truly improve the
patit~nt 's quality of life, with treatment
whc•n nece~sary or with assurance when
deemed ~umcient.
Dcspit.; its imp<lt'tance to women and its
potembl medil;a! consequc'llces, pcrimenopausc h~h not been widely recognized.
Most women know only about menopause
·When they h<1ve symptoms in their 40s, or
while still having regular periods, they ofUL E. Xad11igall, ,\it:J. Dcparlllli'lll ·~I
and Uynec<ll(~gy, NeH· }'tu-J. Unfrn·.~ity Schdn_/
o,fMtdicine..?51 East 33rd ,S'tFn:t. Nev..· J'orh, NV I00/6.

CLINICAL UHSTETlUCS ,\Nl) OYNECOI.f)(iY

ten misinterpret thesl' symptoms. blame
thc·Insclves and their life circumstances,
lind surfer quktly,
The increasing number of 40- 54-yearold women in the populntion hn~ begun to
ehange this situati(ln. There arc now more
than I fi million women between th(~ ages of
40 nnd 54 years in tht' United States. By the
turn of the centurv, there will be nearly l q
million. 1 These ~rc the women who are
nmv in !heir pcrimenopausal years and they
an: vocal and determined to be intbnnccL
This group is km>wn as "the sandwich generation;' c:nring for their immedinie families and aging parents, as well as having
enrecr commitments, These full and demanding livt.:s do !IO! leave time or patience

Jl:~r peri;nenopausnl symptoms. Diagnosing

and providing appropriate tr~atment fur
perimenopausnl symptom;; will not only
imprnvc patients' quality of life during the
years hefore eessation of menses, but it tnily
also incn::a~e the likelihood that patients
will ndivclv seck, and be willing to comply
,with. HRT -during the menopausal yeurs.
Fvery healthcare practitioner knows cxnctly what menopause is: and, thanks to

media attention, just about every woman
knows as well. Pcrimcmipause, howcwr, is
surrounded by a grent dcnlmorc confusion.
Unlike menopause, which can be stricliy
VUl.\'ME .Ji
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dciinc;ncd and ddlned ns the time point J2
nJonih a Her the 1-ln;d rncns<:s, timing of tile
pcrimenopause is unckar. Similarly:" unlike
the uhsolutc inere;Js(:d i(Jilkk-;:limul:ttim!
hmmunc (FSHJ and dt·<mHtlically dc<:l\~asc~·l
estradiol lcvds ihat dt:finc the menopaw;,-,
the: perin1cnop;m;c is charaderizcd by filr
lliDI\' flw:tuation nnd 1s. in fa<:t. ddincd hv
its "irregularly irrq;u!ar" hurrnnne leveL;:·
This ill-defined ptTwd of lik was ddined
by llw Wurld Health Organization ( W!!O)
as tile 2 · ::\ y(:an; preceding mennpau~c ami
the I year aller the final menses.' i\ bcttu"
\\'()rking ddlnition was used by l.k B<whm;m et al at a seminar •ln f\:rim(·nup;wse. It
is the phase J)l'eC<:'ding the onset of menopause. generally occurri11g mound 40-jO
vcars uf aue, dmin~; which the tn~ularlv
~ycling \Vl~;n;m tnm;,itiom to a pattern \;/·
irregular cycling and increased periods of'
arn<enorrllen. wiih associated symptoms reFf<i'. 1. ;\g<>rdatnl dwnge<. m fnllieul;u
flc<:ting lwnnonal changco.
I'Uiume,
The pcritnennp<~usc is " highly individual process. No two wurnen will have tlw
same p.erimenopause experience or timing.
primary follicle" with ran: seeQndary or
Not many studies have been done on the
graaflnn 1\:ollieks ur wdl-devel(lpcd corpus
1arinbility of length of perimenopause, but
luteu (Figure .2).''· 7 Studi,:s of mnrstrual ty·
both fvkKinlay-' and Trc·alor' suggest a ducle
duration during thl' perimenopausc have
ration uf4 years on <l\'crag(~, with n range <lf
shown tllm imernwnstrunl intcr\'als shorten
2-R years. Clinieally, however, it i~ nor
.~ignitlcantly bd'or<: the onset nf the overt
UHUHWI to see a patient who has lwd a
nwnsirua! cycle' associated with the more
duration of 10 years.
advanced stage$ of the penmcnopausr::.
Ovnriun mass changes tliroughl)ut the
Women repnrt :1 3-day dccrcn:;c in inter- ,
life span as a function of age, and thcsre
menstrual interval. !\ccderatcd folliculn·
changes have been denJonstmlcd with pmgcm~~i~• appears 10 he the euuse of this pro·
tlcular clarity in n classic study by Jcrviln.
cess.' ln comparison with those of young\~r
in which he exmnined 706 pairs of ovaries
women, k:vt'ls of FSH inucasc in women
lin autopsy, Tervila showed that ovarian
in the pcrinwrwpause:• This may b-: intGr·
m:iuht inueasC"s stendilv during enrlv ueprc'tcd as compensation l{lr a dc•:reasetl
vei(;·pment, but that it h~gins !o dmJ; precipitously. rmt after mcnopnuse, but ruther · number of ovarian follicles, 1" or as il cunsoquenc·cc of decreased s,,~crction of innl1e1 nge 35 (Figure I )5 The decrc:rs•: in
hihin,11
mass accekrares after age 45, when the
Measurement of FSll and estradiol
ovary shrinks even morl' rapidly.
A steady <kplction of primary u\·arian
which arc extremdy variable dming this
period and are ,1f limikd climcal value nnd
hlllick~ ocn1rs a~ well. beginning during
fct.nl life and eoniinuing until menopause
arc not necessarily recommended :1~ part of
Histnlogic examination of the pefimenothe diagnostic proct'.''· Levels of luteinizing
pausal ovary shows a reduced nwnber (If
hormone ( LH) are highly variable as wdL

The .'>)'11/fl/oms
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CHANGES IN J\IENSTIH.IA.L 1':\TTEHN
Tfw most common symplum of' pcrimnm·

pause is a change' in menstrual paltt!rn.
SPme ()()'',;,of wunKn will cxp~rkncc· ulteratinns in menstrual cycles during this lime.
Shorter
by between 2 and 7
arc most lypicalY For cxampk'. wo1.Ht>!l
who had regular 25· to 35-day
dur~
ing their 20s and .lOs will begin tn havr
more th~qtwnt cycles. m:linly becuu~~· of
shot!ening uf tlw I<JIIkuhtr plns•·'· Prcvi~
ouslv clln~islcn! 2g-dav
tli!IY br;com~;·
25-tlay tn 26-dny cyc(cs, and as f;criweno~
pa\ISC pro('ceds, the prc•vnkm:c or oligo~
menorrhea increas~3. Irregular bleedinF
T:IBLL' ,,

l'crimf!IWfl/lll.\'(/1
II

FJ(,', 2. ;\ge-related ch<Hlg<:s in
ti·Pnl hinll lhmugil 'en,"cew:v.

ovari<.~n ~Lee

Chtlllg<" II\ menstrmd p;<ltcr n
S!lnrk'r t}\:k'~ mosr lypll'tll kg. b:-.' 2- 7 d;ty~>J

Lomtcr

and are of even les~ value in diagnosing
pcrirnenPpduse.
An FSH level cau be thcful, however, in
ass;::;sing fcriility i.n the perimt,nopauseagcd wnman who is considering pregnancy.
i\n FSH level measured on the third dny of
the rncnstiTHd ey<:lc ha> been shown to predict ovarian fundon and follicular !'('Serve.
If a patient's FSI I level !3 kss than 20
m!UimL prcgnaney is shll n possibility·:
pn:gnancy is less likdy if the lm·el is belwe,•n 20 nnd 30 rniU/ml: and a ievcl t'f 30
m!Uiml indicates mcnopal!SI.II ovaries and
no pussihility ofprcgn:lm:y. 1 '

s:rmptmns ((/

G/anN

c:vde~; pn:~•.;iblc

!m·rrrl<lr 'nwn,cs po:t.<ibk
Clran:;c in qnality nl hkding
t.:.sual)\• heavier at fir~t (due to
cwlesJ. th<:n liehkr

l!llO\'ttfOilH)'

Sp{1lting mtty inH;.H.~dia!dy prcced~.:•d n1cns(~S
Heavy, prolllll[!<:d, or tnl<~rnwnsttual hb·ding
lHl! nonm:t! ifl pl.'rim\·nopmJb\:-r

V<L'>,·,mo1nr i1btnhifi'1y
He>~ lhbhe;

Night ':l'\\'ah
Skep di>tllrb:mc,·
P~ ychullltdt..:tll:'cot-;nlt ivc di:\turhanccs

\Vm,;~,;mg f'lvlS .<ymptoms
n~prcssi(Jn

lrritnbility
( )tht:"l mood chan!n!.t.>s

Pot)r c~Hlt>:ntrat1~)~l, f\H'gdfuin~$3
Se>.ttal ditliculiic•s
Prevalence <>f stxual dil'lkullics in
p~.;dnJ~nop~w~ni \\'(lrth~ll variable aud
incrcaH~s

with

ag~~

Symptoms
I.h~tT~ascd

.s:vmptoms of Perimenopause
Symptoms ll1nn the basis of the

uiagnosi~

of pcrimenopaw;e. Presenting symptoms
are extremclv variable nmotH( won1en.
Therdorc, a· highly individu~lizcd ap~
proach to both evaluation and treatment is
recommended. /\ summary of pcrimennpausal symptoms nppears in Table I.

vagimd lubrication

Decreas~d llbidu
Dysp~1r-.::unia
V~lg:inbmw;

Sonwtk symptoms

l-le,1dnchc

(wnrs~·ning

of menslnwl

Dinin,;;,,

l'ulpitnlion'
Brc><lst pain atld

cnl(lf£Wmt:~\t

migndnes·l
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may occur at the end of an inadcquatv Iuten I
phase or after a peak or <estradiol that has
not been f{)llowed by ovulation and cnrpus
Jut cum f~xmation." Longer cycle~ are also
possible, as are irregular menses.
Many women also note a change in the
quantity of b!e(cding. Bleeding is usually
heavier early in pcrimcnop<HN' because uf

anovulatory cycles. Thcrc'afkr, it fl·equcntly
becomes lighter. lvlaoy women also rcp011
spotting on the day or two immediately preceding mens..:~. The combination of spotting.
shorter cycles, ami heavier bleeding may
leave the patient with the subjective imprcs"ion that she is ":.~lways bleeding.''
Although irregular bleeding is quite
common and considered normal, during
perimenopause, heavy, prolonged bleeding
or bleeding between mense~ is nor numwl.
The prescnct of su~.:h bleeding should serve
to nlert the clinician t<l consider further
c.vahwiion, such as an endometrial biopsy
for diagno~is, particulm·Jy in patients with
other risk factors !'or endometrial <.:lH!Ct~L
such as oligo-uvulaton, obesity, or history
or int\mility. In equivocal cascs. bcfix,; undertaking a biopsy, it may be worth while to
c1sk the patient to compld<: a bleeding diary
to obtain more accurate infummtion about
bleeding pal\crn.
VASOMOTOR !NSTAJHUTY
Vasomotor disturbances arc second only to

irregul;u- bleeding in their lh;quency during
perimcnopause. Approximately 85% ol'
perimcnopausal women experience the hot
flushes, night sweats, and sleep chsturbanec
that arc symptomatic of vasomotor instabil~
ity. The intensity, duration, and frequency
ol' these symptoms arc highly variable.
While ~ome women may experience 40·
flushes per day and drenching night ~wems.
some may haw ! 2 per day and arc hardly
bothered. 1·'
During a pcrimenopausal hot !lash, finger tempcraturt~ has been found to increa!>C
by an average of 3. l ± 0.3''C, and the
elevation persists tl1r an average of 44 minutes. The mechanism of the perimenopausal

hot lla5h is not completdy \ltldcrstood. Although ehang.es in thermoregulation, im~
munorcactivc ncuwtem;in, \.'alechnlaminc,
and l J-f have all been noted during hot
nushes, rapidly decreasing levels or estradiol arc the mo~1 consistent finding and the
f1wtor heJieYcd to be !HOSt contributory, 1'1
SLEEP DIST!JHHANCES

Skep di<;turhanees of varying degrees of
Sl'l'erity are tl·equeri!ly rcportc~d by women

in perimenopausc, Sleep disturbances mny
vary widely and mav lx· clm.mic or tmnsier;t. Seve;·al cornm~m patterns have been
reported. induding: lo
" difficulty fltlling a~;lecp
" awakt.'ning in the middle of the mg,h( with
trouble resuming slc..:p
~ e;trly·mDming awakening with m1 inability Ill
r,'sunw sleep.

Sleep diffkultics can seriously affect
quality of life, rcsulling in fatigue, irritabil~
ity. utid inability lo concentrate.

Confirmiug sleep diswrbances,
lknllhcare providers must distinguish
whether sleeri disturbances arc secondary to
night-time hot flushes, arc associated with
depression, or arise n·om other ~~auscs,
listed below:
"' Hypothalamic disturbancus <iltnust alway:;
r~Csult in sleep latency
" lhhits (:mel! as dnytinw lWps and all irregular sleep schedule) mny result iH night-time'
skcp dist11rbances
,. Stimulants (such as cafkine, nkobol, uic\>·
tim:, and some prescription drugs) can dis-~
turb sleep, u:-, ran illnes~, anxiety, or cmo·

tiona! C\ln<.:ems
" Physical discom!<m (soch as arthriti,; !lllin)
rnny resuli in difficul!y in initiating or main·
taining sleep

., Nocturia may result in fre<.juent nw<lk.cming
The most common sk.:p disturbance in
the peri menopause is a lengthening of' sleep
latency (from the time of the patient lying
down to the time of actually f'nl!ing asleep).

Normally, this Bhou!d not

excer~d

I() min-

ute:;. 1 ~>

PSYCHOLOG!C..\UCOGNinVt:
D!STliRBANCES

Psvdw!ugic:ul aml cognitive ~ymp!om~. induding deprc:-;sion, irritabllity, ll!her mood
dwnges. and pour concentration and forgctf'uhw;;s, ur,· abo present in many pcrimcnopansal W<Jlill'll. ivlany women describC'
liK'SC distmbanccs as "severe PMS." lnd;;cd, it is widclv ww;ed that, in this <H!'G
group. what has' h!~torically bc·c~n knn~d
pr(·menstmal syndrome is probably n col·
lcrl ion of peri menopausal symptoms.'
Conirowrsv c'•ntinues tu surround tlw
Jsstw of whctiKT the incltkncc of' dt:pression increases during the perimenopause
and 111\'!l('pnu~e. We do know that wonH;'n
have approximately twice tile incidence of
dcpres~ion that men dn; the lifetime risk f(>r
rnuior deprc~sive disorder is 7 -12% f(>r
men nnd 20 25':.;, fur women, The gender
din<:rencc hegins in the adolesc;;:nt years
~nd do,~s

not end with perimennp:m::;e, The

meDII age of on~et of depression is -tO
years. 17 Laboratory data indicate that th~~
ovnrian hormones are p(>tent, periphernlly
g<:nt'nlted chemical !>ignuls affecting neuronal adivitles. Change' in estrogen and prugestm levels have been shnwn to influence
numerous ccntrnl nervnus sv:>tem (CNS)
neurolnmsmitters, including dopamine.
norepinephrine, acetylcholine, and st~roto
nin, all of which are known modulators of
mood, sleep. behavior, and c:Jgnition. During pcrimenopaus<C, fluctuating hornwm:
levels, and particularly llucluation in estrogen levels, m<Jy alter kvds or CNS neuro~
transrnittCTs, thus contributing to skcp.
memory, nnd mood symptoms and leading
'to diffkulty in toping with psychosocial
stressors in women who have previously
had no partieular difficulty in this regard.' 1
ln view uf these fi11ding, the dinician
should maintain a high index of suspicion
for depression in nil female pntients, including pcrimenopause-nged putients, It is important that hormone-related mood changes

he di~tinguished from u major depressive
disorder. If t!w patient has no history of
dcpn;~sion, HRT should then b<: c·onsiderc~lL

SEXtrAL DifFICULTIES
Dming tht: transition to menopause, as c•s-

trogcn levels dec lith~. sc•xual difiicultkc-z at\~
rcl;;)rtcd with increased l'requcncy. The
pn::vnlencc of snch difficulties tend;;; to increase with age. Symptoms that may lead to
ur c·xaccrbato sexual diftkulties include decreased vaginal lubrication, decn:ased libido, dyspnrcunin, and vaginismus. 1' Counseling regarding the normal progression or
these chang<:>s is important because most
women do not attribute them lo hormomd
causes, ln~tead. they and their partm:rs, believing that sexual perf(mmmee and interest
dn not begin to change until tm:nopause,
may erroneow;ly hlume sexual prnblems on
inteqJersonal ditllculties. \Vouuon are reassured to lenm that these changes arc n normal part of the perimenopau~al tmnsition. 1
lt is not surprising that research bas shown
a correlation between d..;dining estradiol
kvels. hot flnsho;~. and frequency of sexual
intercourse.'"
VULVOVAGINAL EFFECTS

In perimenopausal women, genital complaints are common nnd require an accurate
diagnogis to rect~ive proper treatment. Vag-initis, contact dermatitis, vulvar disease,
and vulvodynw art' among the possible diHgnoses. Cliniciuns are advised io check
J(x:

" Vaginal infe<:tinn, inclttding L'amhdiasis.
bacterial vagino,b, trichomonia~is, anJ ~cx

uallv transmitted

di~cases

., All~rgit re<WlJOll> to tlwmit::als in soaf\ bubble baths, spermicidcs, condoms, feminine
hygiene sprnys, or deodorant tampons/pads
" Irritation from tmnpon;;, a diaphragm, or a
cervical cap lefl inside the vugina !tHl long
" Routine douching
" Certain diseases, such as dinhetes and Croim

Jlstase

{j26
@

"
"
<>

NACHTKiALL

Skin conditions, such
sderusL0

th <:<:z~ma

ur lic:hen

ln~;ult or it\iury tn pelvic nerve libers, leading
to pt:rsistcnt vulvar pain
C<:nain meJkations. incloding nntibiotics

Hnrmnnal changes,
related to

~specially

l<.l\\' emrngcn

mcnopmts~

Snme pcrimenopausal women may n;pon vulvngcni!al changl'S. such trs vaginal
dryness and/or itching. dyspureuni<l, and
urinnry stress incontin<::lliX. The first notice ..
able change is often reduced l'aginal lubri··
cation during sexual awu:;al. As estrogen
loss il)(.:rcnses as menopause ll<}ilrs. marked
vaginal changes may occur. Changes may
also be the result of a !nck of sexual stim"
ulation of the vaginn. The vagina may
shorten and narrow: the vnginal lining may
become thinner, paler in colm, und less
ela~lic 2 " A wunwn with this degree of vaginal atrophy may experience signilkant
vaginal irritation and tenderness, especially
as the ability t·o prodm~e ackquak vaginal
sccn:tions diminishes.
Libido ch~mgcc; can be det:reased during

thi;; phase, but .;auses are complicated and
extrcmdy vuriablc. Libido change~ that ar''
the result nf vaginal problems are the ens·
iest to eotTt~d.
SO,\IATIC SVNH'TO;'\lS

Several :<Omalic symptoms HR' .::ommun
during the pcrimeHOJHH.tsc. including head"
ache (and worsening of mcn:-;trua! mi-

grnines), dizziness, palpitations, and breast.
pain and enlnrgcment. 21 Til.; medmnism
behind the increased frequency or headaches i~ fairly clear; ;Js estradiol kvcls decrease, vususj;asrn increa~es because cstro~
g<.•n is known to be n vasodilatoL The
pathogenesis of breast pain ami crlinrge·,
menl is less clear because this symptom is
gcn,,rally hyperestrogcnic in nature, It
probably depends more on the clnngenhle
!cvds in serum cstmdiul levels rather tlum
to an absolute decrease in these kvcls. A~ is
the case with all pcrirnenopau~nl complaints, lmwevcr. wrnnen need reass.urance
that. these sympkans arc both common nnd

physio!ogicaliy bnsed. Trentment along
with cducntivc nnd supportive counstding.
should be initiated at the onsct of sympii:Hm. Not long ago, even ifperimt~nopnusal
symptoms were diagnns<ed, clinicians had
virtually nothing by way of crf(;ctive lreal·
InC Ill IU Otler these patienl'~. f'..J(J\\', ho\VeV0t',
both phnrmacologic and nonphannacuiO)lic
imms of trentrn,,nt ur,: al'nil:ihk. lt is !Wither necessary nor 1\'asonablc tu tcl! vvonwn
that they cannot be treated during the pen·
menopause beca1rs<~ tlwy arc still prudueing
their own ~Cstrogc:n. ln tllilll.\· cases. rcassur,
:mce thai the ~ymptom~ arc n.\il !llld rwt liE:
tim~ntenmg maybe sutTicienL But, when
lle,xKsary, treatmeill sllould not be with·
hckL
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How Yoga ,
Meditation and a
Yogic Lifestyle Can
He Ip Women Meet
the Challenges of
Perimenopause and
Menopause
Hari Kaur Khalsa, R.Y.T.
Thts article will present how yoga exercises. yoga meditation techniques, and a yogic/
holisttc approach to menopause can help women ease their symptoms. get effeciive
assistance from their doctors. and find support in their communities during thts
physical , psychological. and spiritual transition .
o nopausc is c hanging the face of m e dicinr.. l·:f'lr. h rln y Hpproximaltdy
4 .000 wo nwn in the US turn 50. 111aking tlw trans ition into tho "ynms
of wist.l.um." There WPro more than 4U million menopr-~tJsal wonH~n in
I h e VCW' 20 0'1. l1o r \\'(HIIHll lnnk i ng for a nattll'dl anu heal I h)' transit iIll),
'"well"' for a dcnpm meaning uf menopa11sc. yoga ha s muc h lo off~er.

M

DuLlors and \ ngis agron that cnr. h woman ht-~."1 h er ow 11 unirpu: t!Xper ie ll t:l! of
mcnop<IIISR. llo~ >~<d on past and cu iTl:lll ph1sicul h ealth and lifestyle, psvc hol og ir:al
profilo. support system in the comm unit y. anJ gPnP.tir:s. WIIILleB can experirncf'
mr.nop:ntse quilt! difl'cren tl y. lvlos l AmericiJn \.VOmcn cxpr: rit-mce SOJ II! ~ underlying
mnp_lom s with differing degrees or intensity. Th ese S) mptoms o r th" shi flin~

Sr_nJrtlilv. Reprodut tum;.;..

.\lt'II!JfUIII!Jt',

\'of.:!. So . .J . Sr>plt•Jldwr :!O O.J

lOIJ..l . \11/f'riGall Sw wtt·/nr llt!JH'flflllf'll\·c .\lrtfnlfw

DuiJ/r,ht•d In

F./~i-'t"it->r

lm·

• Menopause Is a time
for reJuvenation, and
for paymg special
attention to the
body's needs; the
heat of transition
can be calmed with
coolin foods,
calmm11 practices,
plenty of rest, and
conscious ctJvity
that nourishes the
body, mrnd and soul
• Daily YORB and
via:orous exerc1se
will activate and
stimulate the
11andutar system to
tn11rer the body's
natural ability to find
balance dunn
hormonal
fluc tuations; yoga

u erc1ses release
tension. massaae
and support the
liver, and work the
whole body

''""P· mild depression and/or
and i.1 dt~sirn to "putiiH~ir lift: in pcrspPdi\'c," or find purpose and nwaning in lifo. £,·en
IH,althy 11omen. in.cxcell"nt ph1·sical cundititnl. lh·in~ happ1· lin•s. ll'ith plent1· of rt'sources,
ro~ul'l that the transition is powerful enough fur them to Sl'ek JwJp J'ru/11 tlt)th medico! o1Hd
.t!ternntin, sourc n<.; of support. lf ct \\ uman ·-; "Y"rptom.'i .tre intensn. djsrupting her lite . ..;he can
.;;u pplt>llH'Ilt illl}' !llcdictd support Wi th ~roga, lllCclilatiUll. illld relaxation. ff rt \VOI11i11l's CXpefl·
cnce is mild. sh" can still bt•nefit !rom these I<>< lmiqu es as Ulel·lwlp her to adjust to a llHII budv
hmnH11w ie1els include hot tlashes. night swl!ats and dislLu·bed

tlllxiot~·.

cht~mistry .

. \ '''nmr-tn :-i hou ld IJPgin shirtir rg her diHt and exerc:isf' routint~ .1l age 3f1. cnnsciousl~· responding
to intcrnrd changes even beforl' she ma_\ rncl them dS s~·mp lol llS. Certc~inl) b~· tht! time a wom<~n
bq;ins to rf~d the shift., in lH•r menstru rd cycle {gPtling fu rllwr ap.1rt ;-md /o r closnr lneether).or
fet•ls night ~\\l'ats. or inr:rPasP.d mood swings. she shou ld tailnr h(•r self-t:an.. rPginw lo support
tht• llWnop;IIJSa! trano.;ition. Thu \'ast tradilio11 uf ~ ugr1 .1nd mPdilation cHn iJo..;sist wnnwn during
th i~ Iromsition .

Voga Postures and ExerCISe
Yug-.1 ext!n:ise and postureo.; "ihrt11ld ..;Jiit a womHn·o..; fitness It•\ l'i. St~1rting a yogrl pructke n 11
.~en tie \\'H~' r.an gh·<· women I tw basics or tile·' ugct jll'i'Specli\ t! tJ!t he bod\ i.llld lll(J\'(~IllCllt. From
this lJasic klltJ\\'h. . dgc .111d P.-...:perinnce. women CUlt choose Hillwr vigorrlliS rJr gt:'ullu practice~
Exercises thai reiPHM~ IPnsion HI'CHind lllt-' luwer bat k and o\·r~riPs. target II II' liver and adrenal
glettHis. nnrl mr1J....c \ronw11 .;;\,·edt to stimuLllt• the giCt1H iul ar snnt~Jil can help them maintain thP.
bP-sl hormon,d bulanu~. (SPc· :\ppt·ndix)
\Valking ito an excnllcnt :H id ition tn yoga pot> tu rns i'lnrl n\crcise prallice. ,\ ,vnga ,,·alkinq
lt'chni'l'" ' odds nmntra and breath l"r.hniquPs to a walking regimen that lwll" bring this
actil'it)' In a medilati1 e lei'P.i. \Val king with music holpo women kcup" steady p>H:r for aerobic
""'rc isl!. F1·osh air and tlw mol'emenl nf walking is consirll'rt'd ,., l•~>dthv for lhn spirit as for
thr bod\' . Kundnlini Yoga s11ggrsts thai a woman 11·alk thm<· to !he milt·s a doL
Med t l~tion

\IPditation is an i 111portant part ul' yugil prnctir.P .. \:-, much as .o.;Lretching .1nd moving help ttw
tl hoaling h:J!rn !or brrlill c h em i ~tr~' · helpi ng !tl hring ttH·
111ind to <1 slate nf .J\\'akt•JJPd codm. l'vf··dilntion and breath l•·chniqut•s arc be i11g ,-,tudied by
scientists tu disUlll! r boll tlwv work in helpin~ JH'UJ'Ie ''''"" and lilt thHir sptrtts. Thu
meditation:-, i11 K.t~tidrl lin l Y(Jg<~ are dP,..,cribed as ht!llrfiting tht> brain cln~Jnistry. tlw hunJttllitll
hnlanrt-!. ill!d the• sti mula tinn of comlllLJ JJi ca tiu ll Ill'! wren th,· hrnin IH'IlJisphen":-,.
IJnd_\' ft"SI cliHl fUjll\'l'll<llf'. nwdittJtiLlll i'i

As much as stretchtng and movtng help the body
rest and rejuvenate, meditatiOn ts a healing balm
for brain chemtstry, helptng to bnng the mind to a
state of awakened calm .
, \ n~I.Jtivel\· liP\\' l1uid of ~ludy f ,JIIt•d nt;urotlwulog~·- tiJt• ~lud~· of Ilw llf!Ufnbirllug~ nt rPiigiun
;J!Jd :,p l rttiJi·dity-studit•s Zun 11udt!hists. rranci~Ldll 11tJJt~. and ntlwr cl1'0ply dP\'OUl indi\idu.tls or dl I:JillJs.l'ra!'lin•s ofdrH"P l:ttllCOntnt!ion and dr'\'(llii"Jt1 can .. cn•alc ~l rt"'!a\il\ dilfl'n·ntlrum
Hltd high1•r than thP rt•a/it_r of ,.,.,'1'} dav P'\.pt•ri .. uce." rH • urrling to psyc. holngi.-;1 D.IYicl \VuiiTof
\VhL•aton r:.dlf~gP in i\\assachtL'il'lh. IJr ,\ ncln:\\' .\Jt'\\'IJ<'rg at thP Uni\'l!I'~Jl\ 111' Pr·nns~·krmi,\ and
hi:-, latP c:rdlt•ague. nr. L::ugt·'ltf-' d':\guili. lll'l'l'tHJllPd S PI ~C' l SCilll.'i tll1 indh·idllab t>\pPrit:ncing
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deeply m"olitalin• >tales. Tlw results 'howc•d thnl de<ep meditation cou ld cn'nl t• ""ruadblocks··
to certain areas of the brnin and thus prnrl1w•~ fccJi11g~ uf tirrw! essncss and inllnit~·Oeep c:unccntn-llion. rhythmic l!ln\·emPnl::.. aud repented sounds. ~uch as rncmtras. lu-:lp tunc:
out 1'\.lrancous "ilillluli and act ivrtte tht• lt~nlporal lobe. Thi.s intense for. us l•~ods lu lwightened
positi,·e emot ion s. A.n intcns" fnr.n.< ,llso clct.n;ases input from the hippocampus to the
orientation iHI!c-t of tho parietal lobe-tlu~ area that tells us where our sell ends and tiH• rest or
tht' world begins. f\.lon•ovcr. the paras~ mpr~thntic nervous s~·stcm is activnted in yoga. thus
helping to nchiP\'e rrld"<ation and a lwightened s"nse of spirituality [1.2).
~leditation oft•'n dramatic:allv s lo ws the bn,ath role' to as low as four times pt•r minute. W"
know that slowing f{'!Spiration CUll llHl\'f> tht~ body Olll of the fight-ur-llight Stress I'~!SpOllSC and
can dclh Pr a more ~mlanr.c'd mental stctte. i:l 111ore awnkl-~ned scns iti\'it y. and a caLm perspectinL

Yogic breathing-slo\\' <:111d conscious brorithing \\'ilhout strain in thP upper c h e~t-and meditaliun can hnlp br in g oxygen to tho Jrontal corlt~X. the r1 11leriur cingulatocl g:aL and the
trmpor;;l and pariPtnl <HPa~ of thP bruin. It can hnlp slow nwtabolism and help "end energ_v to
area> of the brdin whcro it is most necd.od (:J).
\Ialli· women report thnt lllf>clitatiull

practic~>

has hr.lped them i11 ullH!r aspects of life . In

nu·mopnust•. womun mrl~ as ... umP 11<'\\' roles in their li\'{-!S-tbo roll' of caring for aging parPnt~.
tlw role of letting go vet supporting tlwir chi ldrt-'n as they mo\'1"' o n. in G JfCl'r ndvancenHmt. and

in incn,asing COllllllllnit, ac:li\·itius. Often llwy dSSllllll! the role uf spiritual family lmld ers. as
tllP\' lwlp pMtmls and somutimRs frionrl5 pass on. Meditation con lwlp wonH·n fulfill UH>Se rules
,md slay st Pad)' c1nd health v during tlw mPnt al Hncl spirit ua I chJllcmge' or rlmtl hand loss as well
as tho physir.nl S_\ lll(JlUUJS nf menopause. If a woman pracliu·s meditation nnd rf' lrtxntion
tecbniquPs. shu mill' be more• like!) tu sense the 51·mptnms or nw11opause dParlv and be moro
H\\'arc or lwr ph' sicel and mental cltHnges. Thus. s ho can \\·ork with her doctor mon> cdTR~ti1·nl,
,tJJd clfici8ntly.
Mt~n\ \\'Uillllll

also ropol'tl.hal they h,ln~ grP.<ltnr r·larity and paliPIIC:I' when IIHlV nwditato, nnd

th.1t they crm m;lk.t~ decisions mun• uasily. ThPw are so 111fii1Y options for womP.n: yc•t mPdical
icugou. ttnd a plethora ot pnorlv undt'rstoocl sltHii es can cilusc conlusiun. Trusting doctor~ and
thf•m·H"!h·ns can bu rliffir.llll in this ra~l [JlU\'illg information ,Jgt'. The simplr practice of
mPditation c;.m hl·lp a \\OIIlrlll find lwr wn~ wi th moru pr~ tiP.nr:n anrl les s !"t•tH'.

Relaxation and ReJuvenatiOn
\ lfm npt~ll~P is iJ linw for women to

think of rejuvenation. Thi s c:an .:;r~rn imposs ibl e, considLhallengcs lhc~' rntJtinA!y clt:;-d with atthili s ttJgt~ in life: tm•nagers. aging parents.
~~xtf'nding l'amiltns. rec hrnged carnPrs-so many rnlt '~ to tullill Rnd so li tt]P. timt: ror rest awl
relax.<dio n! f-ro111 the yog ic pCI'S(Ji'cli\·e it i." P.Ssent i.d for \\"Olllt:ll lu tlud time to rnst. To ignom
lht~ hodv'<; l't'IJI I P~t fnr l'f!St is to Lhallt'llgt• thr. imlllllne sy'i l<nn and hring on 111nre seriu11s
ph1·sic;tl illnt'"''s and s\'lnptom s. These HrH bound to rlPill.ttHI morn tiutt·> than \\'ould be spun!
for l'l'st r1nd n~jll\·ennlion.
ering thH

man~

It 1s essential for women to find time to rest. To
ignore the body's request for rest is to challenge
the 1mmune system and bnng on more senous
physical Illnesses and symptoms.
HN!lldfll1

l:.nglt'rl has dt•scribrd tllP plllsinlogi~.ll .tSpPct or !Itt• SliPS> t:l't:IP . Lndur slresshtl
hqlnth;JI;uuLLs SJ'<T<'I<'S C(JJ'Ii< otropin-n,lnasing hmmonc (U{II): tho C:Rll circ u-

<ilu;~ tion s Lilt'

'it'\lloditt. nr-prru/udu•ll ,c..

\1~-'ll"f"ltl'('. \'n/ 1.

\'u. J. ':)rpll'lfllwr JOU·l

lalt:>.s tu lhe pituitary. which i11 Luru ruleas<•s tlw hormone adrenocorticotropic hormone
(ACTJ·n t\CT!l stimulates the adrenal glands to pwrlrrce glucocorticoid hormones. which pul
lhn body on thfi 'defensive. Englert mentions that rlnilv >lress ma1· rep~atedl1· <It:lihrle lil!S
svstnm. without allo\ving for recovery (-l}. Some ps_vchophC~rmacologists co nsider the shifttng
honnonu lon-ds rluring perimenopause to be a stressor on thB hod~· nnrl hmin. It is \'ili"li fur
women to n•st. rP.juvenate. a11d learn to nlc:magr• strP~s. as they aJ·e already under tho strm;s ol
shifting body clu~mistry.

For mat1\' won1en ·w ho don't rest. llw prit:<-! to be pr~id i.s mnrt~ inh'!n sn ") mptnrns. depression
Hnd arLxiety. [tis advisable for e1erv wornan Ol'er 50 to toke on 11-minulo nHp daily.
Whnn in 1\IIlnupause-add water! Water is considnred tho woman's clement. .-\ Slrim in fresh
walnr or the oe<!an can cool and calm the heat of pmimr,nopeuse end the lnugh.,s l <>IIIlltiuns lh•l
can acco111pany perimenopause. Silting in a IJ,\Ih and "fighting" with tho waiDr. a technique
caiiHd "Fighting with Father Neptune." C.<ln ndieve a highlv charged emolirHt>rl rnoml.
Finally. we should addross llw psyr:holngir:ol onrl spirilrrol wrll-lwing of women in pcrillll'llll·
pause aud Hlt:!IIU(Jause. VVomHn oft e n work out their challcngr•s through con\·ersalions with
peers. Taking the time to b(• with friends. community organizations. support gro ups. or ynga
classes (especiniJy special c.lassPs i:llld wurk.shups thJl<Hldn~ss wonHm·s issues) can bo nfgrnat
val ue. A simple presr:rirtion of a weekly walk with a frinncl brings the bt' nclil n f siHrr"d
P.XJ1P.rir.nr.n. I nnr:o g;-1\'P this "yogic prescription" to a '..VrlllHHI who promptly burst into !Pars.
She was thai busy and lonely and starved for timo with her friends. A wol'kl.l 11alk becillllcdn
important part nr slctbilizing ber menopausal trrlns ilinn.

Conclusron
A yoga reg imr' n should Rl a woman's physical fitnnss IHvtel. and inc lude bre.IIhing. nwrlitalinn
anc.l relaxation techniques. The best results are ac:hi<>vPd if the student und r, rsland s how to
intcgraln mnnlal concentration with the phvsir.Hl p11slures and exercises.

Kundalini Yoga is one styl<! of yoga practice that integrates spt!cifiP.d breathing tcchniqlll's rmd
m~ntal

conumlration thr11ughout all exercises. This tvpu of yogic approach helps

d

wom;rn in

a holistic manner and giv1~s hP.r various techniques to arldrnss her spP.r.ifir. isSIIP~. tvl;m.\ ynga
teachers specialize in \.\loman's voga. and a few privrJif! Jpo.;sons can be helpful bofuru jnining a

class. Suggesllhat a pHI inn I speak to the yoga tear her dirur:tly. explaining her gonls. TII!! ln,r:lwr
can tiHm nddrcss lwr \•v ilh specific supportive suggr'slion'i dtHI pn.tLl ir..:es.
It ir.; .sugge ... ted that women practice yoga daily. or a minimum of till't'<! tim Hs a \.veek. to
oxpuriHnce specific benefits from tho prnc:licc. Women report that daiil· prm:l ire-even lor a
short timejw ith longPr workonts in r:lrls,..Ho.;)- brings llu:! !Jest rusu lts. Luarning to ta ke time each
rlav fur self-care is both empowering I'm women and creates the best r:limalr! for pos1tivc rcsulls.
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Some Benefictal Yoga

Po~ture '

;( ·
Stand on your feot with
vour legs about 18 inches epart. Place your hands
on youi hips. Begin to make large circles with your
upper body. stretching as you circle slow ly
around. Continue this circling motion for up to 11

minutes. Thi ... exercise mnssage ..:; the liver for a
detoxi{ytng and rejuvenating ef!Rc/. (Fig !A)

1

:~·n-

L\ingon

your back, gently draw your knees In \'OUJ' chest
and hotd thom thnru with your hc.UlJ'i. l~t·lrt\ your
head. nerk iltH.l shoulders. Reltt\ vour breath. You
can gently rock side to side a:-. nP.II. This po.<>tun•

prnvidcs a _gentle stretrh for your Jmn~r hod.. and
nwssages your oFarie . . and n··prod1wtit'fl or(!(lll.'i.
This is a rejuvPnating t'.'\Crri ....:f-'. nPifiY in 1111 . . pnstun~ to lu~lp _vou lilfiH into .\'Our bod.1· ond J,...l .~o ol
tension. (F'ig IC}

1C

1A
On your back. grab your unkles
and draw your heels'" the buttocks. with the heels
about lB inc..;hes apart. TightAn you r buttock. mus·
des. raise your entirE' torso up off tho ground,
slow lv as if massaging each part of your back. and
arch your spine, as if pressing your navel point In
the sky. Hold this position for up to 3 minutes. or
move the bodv 111 synchronization with yuLu·
breath . inhaling as you stretc h up and P.Xhaling as
you re lax your back down. This Pxr.rr.ise helps to
'ltreHgthrm ynur loaver bark, and relieve tension in
the ovaries. Th1s is especinlly comforting tvhen
women ore experiencing delayed periods and PlvfS
in penmcnopause. ll'ig I 8)

,,,
S it on yuur rtght ht~t·l and t'XIflnd
your left leg stru ight bt!hind )OU \\ ilhout bonding
your kl1Pc. Stretch up and let your hPi.ld rt>rH h hR1 l
comJortnb ly in rdignmcn t with thP arch of your
back. Even as yo u arch your lwck. avoi d rotnpr.,....;s.
ing your lawN spi tl t> ;md lilt oul ul the .->1 wtch d.S
you ba lance in the postum. If HHJ LUlL lift your
;um5 ~ml bctlctnc.:e a:-. indir:all'd. Fkgin lung. riP.t!p.
slow breathing. 0Jdlrl 11p slowly to l11ddin~ the
posture for up to five minutnli !IIH~ ~oallnr hr•lping
through nwnnpr~u-.c) Rt•pPat tho H'\ercistl by
stretching the right leg llilck. Tl11s pn-./urc utn•ns
circulation tu your rcproductil,.. orgnn"' a/lll n··
lcwu~-" tension in tile lmn•r IJrH..J... Tin• illlf'n_..;p
strP.tr.h in thf! loli'Pr IJacJ.. »uppol'l,<; the /unr.tinn'> nf
the nvoncs. kidnPys. nnd lin..:r. If has a r:/,-.an.~ing
effect on thP livar ro help _rnu prt-'JJCif(' for und 111~1'1
the chaJJeng~s nf menoprwsc. (Fig I OJ
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LiP on you r lwllr. Place rour ht~mls
bf'sidrs rour c:he!it or shrn dcl t~r-;. lnh.tiP r~ ... \till lift

your hPnd .md s hnuld cr::.. pn•s<.;ing \'Our hip:-. 111lo
llw floor .Jnd lighlt•ning _\ru tr buttock. llltiSL'IL•s.
ll~tng vour h;_mcl s as support, arch rour h.1ch up. to
11 nnnrnrlt.iblt• strt3h h. k..t•c·p ~-our shou lclr-rs rclaxPd
hon:k ilnd do\\ n witlwtll m·cr~trrtching yrutr lnw..-1
b;u:l. On!_\' COillt" as high up dS i.... r:omfurtablc. rhi . .·
fJO~fun· mns:Wbt-- . . thr• n~pmrlur-tn ,._. or~an .... ,.,..._
f,_.rJo;e . . bacJ...

fpfi..,UJ/1

one! .:;/illlufule.o.; the /loll o{

~nr·r,!_!_l·thrnu!jhtm( 1/rt'

IJuth /ur l/1 1 0\'('I'C/I/ hr~tllin.~
r•J.{t•rl. JJmrtirr• lht;, cserri.o.;P- flftt'r a lwl/-u lwt->1
fJUst' cnul f(,/ltm it tl"ilh J..nt-'P"' to ch{'s/ fOr rs rl-'ju,.,.twling t-'_/_/ecl fFt<.!, JC)

1F

Helplul Meditations
ec lt':l tt n

R·

~~;F

Sitlingcomfortrthl _
l',

plrtcP yrwr hands togcthor. pnlms facing Parh
o tlwr 111 front of )O il I' chest. Tout h tlw fingPrlip'
and thnmhs nl _\o11r righl bc~11d with the thumb.,
and lingl'rtip.:: of \'Ollf left h.1nd. lm·ming rt (f•Ppt'l'
shrtp1· \\'ith thP llngPrtip-. JH1i11ting UJH\·~ml. Fn·
C.U:-; ~flllf PYPS. OJH'Il OllC· lCll th. fill tho lip or your
nos\'. lnlhail~ for ~ 'it~cond~ . lndd (:.;uspf•nd ~0111
ln·Palh without .tny strf'ssj !'or '} sr.cnnds. and
P\hal1• for .1 snr:o11ds. Rcpt~rtt Ihis slo\\ bn·,t!h fm
I I ltlilllllt->:-; tH' until \flU lt•1•l rC'I!Pf from tbi!
•wns.:attoJb ul stress.

MeditatiOn fo r Blossommg ol Yow True ;ell
Sit COIIJfortably wi lh a stra ighl sp ine. Bring
fronl of your r-IH~st. touching
tho basi' of vour h.mds togelhur but kccpin~
tho lingrrs .open like a blossoming tl mn•r.
Slon h open and cluse vuur fingers. as if
opt•nins and closing tho llo'"'r. t\ s ,·ou lcel
your nnw~rtip.., ()jlf!lling ..lnd 11111\.illg lu luurh
each lllher and clllse. feel ··1 am 1nl'i.nity. I '""
the I'OSe . . , )U S! fm~l dS if yntt dff:' blossumin~.
opt'ning up. Tld.o.,· simplP meditotion is l'f·du.\·
in.~ to lhr' tcmininA spirit. II help< ."Ill/ roll
upon _n1ur Jlltlt'r n•sourct:'S unrl IHt the tmnsi-

your hrntd'-' in-

1E

Squ;tl wit h _rour \...twc•s spmt .1ntl ~our
off llu.. llonr 1nuch1ng P.Jch othP.r. \Villi \'OUr
llng!'l'lip t' nn tl11• lloor h1•lpirlL: \tJLI support \'OIIr
''r> igh1. inh.1h;, d~ _\ou ~tra ight HII rour legs diH I Ionl-.
.t! \'11llr l...nt•t'.'l. ii!HI nx hrdt· ol"i ynu retum ltr thu
'><.Jllat. RPfWal 11p to ~li. ur 14 l1mos. or to _\'our
.thilit\ .. \n ~flf'r:~izin~ rmrl riworuu ...· 1'\f-'J'('I'>P .. th1s
fJtll.l/(1/'f Hill .. t11nulrttr• ruul /1('/p imtnot·,.. .'il'\'lWl
/rulr finn. lllnPfl ... ,~ ... ,!.!,lflndulur .,·,·rrr•tion.;; lhmo.!.!/1·
P,

lll~t-1'1

0111 thn lwt/_1. rftstnlw/,• .... tllf~

pmnT/ul f"llf"r,f.!it· ... n/
_,·nu {t>f'l olin•. r·n·utin• wHI in...,p1n.'ll.
f.'rw moJ...e ·' rm stn·nt! (l'ig 11 :1
lh1' IJ(Ith "'o

tion of menopuust• happen
and upsnt.

11

ilhnut reHislunn·

Alternate Nostnl Breathmg
Sit in u comfortnbll' mPdi~.tli\'1: [ltl"iture. ei·

ther r.ro..,.s lt-·ggt:•d o r in a chair wilh vour fr1~l
llat on Iill' llnnr. Hold \·our left hand with ilw
llr-;t Hngl'r touching the lhulllh. rP.;;tinp, un
\'nur knnu. { Jse rour right thumb lo close rour

right nostril rt.-;.yo u inha le through ~·ou~ !('it
11ustril. IVhen you n1ach a lull inbalalion

f\\'ilh no furrP or 'i!rain) ttso the inclt~' linger
of ~·our right h;HHI to clo'iA \our h·fl no~tril
nnd n·mo,·p nntr thutnU to n pr'n -~our right
nostril. J::.\ ltJIP tht·uu .~h ~·ottr right uo~ lril.
1 \VIwn \'Oll n•.tt:h <1 r.1unpl1·'ll' ~~'hr-dati1111. in·
hole th r ntt~h \'our ri~ht nostril. ,\t \'our luJI
in hrd ;!l ion.· S\\+ i lc!J fr~Jill \ lllll' j nch~\:. fi 11~1'1' to
CO\'Pr th e rtght nn~lril \\·-ilh ~our thumh rmd
r.x hdlt~ lbrough ~·our !ell no~tril. Continuu
this SC' fJ.U P ilC(';
lnhi!le j.,fl. r•"\llide right
lnhalt: right.

lnh.tiR lo•(t.

··x!t:~IP

PXb:~le

il'ft

righ t

HrP.ntlu.l conscious long. di'P}l hrec~ liL:-. \\'ithnut
lifting \·our sho~tlders or "itraining. You t:i-ln
CU !l [C' fltr<lh·• Oil tJte SfiUlld Of' _-"OIIf

btt-!cll!J Ot'

"Sui .Vnom" (mcn t.:llt~·
Sui on fhu inh.ilc r~nrl .Vrrrnn ott ll11•
cxhalt'-tllL'<ttlill~ ··tnw ttdlllt•" tH "truth IH-'rc
._\nd n tnv" ). 13rndtht• aud nu~dit<tlr~ in this munIH.·r fo r :i t11 :t I tnillttlt•s.
add a

llhll11ra SIICh r\S

n~pcating

Yogi c ."'i Cil'llCe .tpplil!s dilTPretl! dtlribult~s lu
len and right nostril bn~•tthi11g. BreLllhing
th ro 11gh thl' 1,-ol't no~lril (ii~Sodnlt•d w ith right
IJrainf is d c ..;c:ribt~d .1~ couliug and pro molt-'S a
n•!axt!d wccpfirn a ltiluck. l)n!athing thruugh
th " ri~ht nostr il las"" i.ttPd w ith tht• !t:ft
hr;lin } l'llC.uttrJgHs ;l wnrnwr and 11111n~ c•ncr·
gizcrl s t.tl e. , \ lt t ~r n.llt• nostril bn!r~th ing i!--> a
b;~si c n J_\ to bring haL111 cc In tilt-' ht·mi s phen ~s
of the hr ni 11 . Thi~ crt II lw lp ynu i..PPp c1 sC'n.se nt
haJ clltCl! in \'IIlii' life t'\'f~tt ts ym11 iiiiiPL' c!wmistr~ · shifts dttrittg p t• rimt•nopalhl' .
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McVeigh, C. (2005). Perimenopause: More Than Hot Flushes and Night
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CLINICAL RESEARCH

Perimenopause: More Than Hot Flushes and
Night Sweats for Some Australian Women
Carol Me Veigh

_ . Objective: To identify the most common perimenopausal symptoms experienced by a group of
Australian wornen and explore the extent to which
those symptoms were distressing.
Design: A quantitative survey.
Selling: All women's health centers listed with
the New South Wales Women's Information and
Referral Service.
·
Participants: A convenience sample of 200
healthy women, aged 45 to 55 years, drawn from a
statewide population of women residing in Australia.
Main Outcome Measure: The Women's Health
Assessment Scale.
Results: Most frequently occurring perimenopausal symptoms included forgetfulness, lock of
energy, irritability, and weight gain. The most distressing perimenopausal sym·ptoms included weight
gain, heavy bleeding, poor concentration, leaking of
urine, and feeling as though life were not worth living.
Current use of hormone replacement therapy contributed to the prediction of both symptom occurrence
and symptom distress.
Conclusion: Perimenopouse is marked by more
than hot flushes and'night sweats; cognitive and affec"
live changes are other distressing symptoms. The relationships between hormone replacement therapy use
and both symptom occurrence and symptom distress
warrant further investigation. In addition, practitioners
should address concerns related to urin~ry incontinence, weight gain, cognitive and affective dysfunction, and general health status. JOGNN, 34, 21-27;
2005. DOl: 10.1177/0884217504272801
Keywords: Affective and cognitive disturbanceAustralian women- Peri menopause
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Much has been written about menopause from a
scientific perspective; however, little is known about
individual experiences of hormone decline and the
resulting perimenopausal symptoms (Hillard, 1998;
Nachtigall, 1998). For the first time in history, most
women in developed countries can expect to live 30
years beyond menopause. Even though the medicoscientific literature suggests that most women experience few major difficulties during perimenopause,
this largely ignored and poorly understood period
can be a nitical time in a woman's life (Nachtigal!,
1998). Estrogen decline can lead to vasomotor
symptoms, decreases in bone density, urogenital discomfort, sexual dysfunction, irregular uterine bleeding (Sulak, 1996), psychological distress, and affective or cognitive disturbance (Lichtman, 1996;
Schmidt, Roca, Bloch, & Rubinow, 1997; Sherwin,
1996). Building on the work of Li, Holm, Gulanick,
Lanuza, and Penchkofer (1997), this study aims to
identify the most common perirnenopausal symptoms experienced by a group of Australian women
and explores the distressing nature of those symptoms.

Literature Review
A variety of terms are used to describe the time
during which a woman moves from the reproductive
to nonreproductive stage of her life. The climacteric
or perimenopause are the names given to the transition as a whole (Rousseau, 1998). This stage is characterized by many complex biological, psychological, and sociocultural changes (Masi & Fattorini,
1996; Rasmussen, 2000). Lasting on average? to 10
years (Rousseau, 1998) and spanning up to 25 years
(Blackwell & Blackwell, 1997), perirnenopause is
JOGNN 21

the time that estrogen levels decline, follicle-stimulating
hormone (FSH) levels increase, and ovarian follicles are
depleted (Nachtigal!, 1998; Sulak, 1996). Defined as "a
few years before and one year after the permanent cessation of menses" (Li et al., 1997, p. 64), perimenopause is
marked by FSH level >30 miD/ml (Bachmann, 1994). In
developed countries, menopause (the final menstrual period) occurs at an average age of 51.3 years (MacLennan,
1997), and the years following the last menses are known
as the postmenopause.
Perimenopause is frequently viewed from a biomedical
perspective, and this ideology developed in the years following World War IT (Li, Carlson, Snyder, & Holm,
1895). The advent of hormone replacement therapy
(HRT) led to a concerted effort by drug companies and
the medical profession to control perimenopausal symptoms. From a biomedical perspective, perimenopause is
regarded as a sex-linked estrogen-deficient endocrinopathy (Li et al., 1995), and among health care professionals,
a "treat just in case" mentality has bec 0 me commonplace
(Carlson, Li, & Holm, 1997; White & Schilling, 2000).
Unfortunately, this belief has led to perimenopause being
considered a medical problem (Blackwell 131:: Blackwell,
1997). Despite this, others portray this stage in a woman's
life as a natural developmental phase (Bernhard & Sheppard, 1993) when an individual experiences many spiritual, cultural, and cognitive changes, not simply hormone
decline (Li et al., 1995). Although attitudes and symptoms vary across cultures, many women have a social and
cultural history that may determine their reactions to perimenopause (Li et al., 1995), and perimenopause can be
both a positive and a negative biological and psychological experience.
Unique to each individual, symptoms may include
menstrual pattern changes, vasomotor instability, cognitive and affective disturbances, sexual difficulties, and
somatic manifestations (MacLennan, 1997; Nachtigal!,
1998). The most common perimenopausal symptom is
altered menses; however, vasomotor instability, manifest
by hot flushes, night sweats, and sleep disturbance, may
impact negatively on one's sense of well-being (Groeneveld et a!., 1996; Hillard, 1998). In addition, cognitive
and affective dysfunction (e.g., depression, irritability,
mood swings, poor concentration, an inability to'· experience pleasure) during perimenopause may cause considerable distress to some women (McVeigh, 2000; Rohr,
2002; Schmidt eta!., 1997). Coupled with somatic symptoms such as headache, difficulty concentrating, dizziness,
and palpitations (panic attacks), it is no wonder that some
women feel out of control, think they are "going crazy"
(McVeigh, 2000), and end up labeled complainers (Leidy,
1997).
When distressing symptoms occur, perimenopausal
wom,en have a variety of medical and nonmedical treat-
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ment options available to them. The judicious use of HRT
may relieve climacteric symptoms (Nachtigal!, 1998; Rebar,
Trabal, & Mortola, 2000), allow women to enter menupause with higher bone density (White & Schilling, 2000),
and assist women with affective and cognitive disorders
unrelated to other physiological imbalances (Li et al.,
1997; McVeigh, 2000; Shepherd, 2001). In addition to
HRT, bisphosphonates, raloxifene, and calcitonin may
stabilize and ·improve bone mineral density (Eichner,
Lloyd, & Timpe, 2003), and selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors may be a viable option when treating affective
disorders during perimenopause (Stewart, 1998). However, caution is advised given the increased risk of osteoporosis attributed to SSRI administration (Goodnick,
Chaudry, Artadi, & Arcey, 2000). Despite recent findings
from the Women's Health Initiate (Writing Group for the
Women's Health Initiative Investigators, 2002) and controversy within the Australian media about the efficacy of
long-term hormone administration, HRT remains a good
short-term treatment for severe pcrimenopausal symptoms (Dalley, 2002; Hillard, 1998). Although it is worth
noting that postmenopausal women may also benefit
from the use of HRT (Liedfeldt et a!., 2002), the long.term use ofHRT (i.e., >5 years) is not recommended (Dalley, 2002; Writing Group for the Women's Health Initiative Investigators, 2002).
Knowing that no single agent can treat perimenopausal
symptoms as effectively as estrogen (Gass & Taylor,
2001), alternate treatment options for women who are
either unwilling or unable to take HRT should be considered. A variety of complementary treatments are available
· (e.g., naturopathy, herbal medicine, homeopathy,
osteopathy, massage, and traditional Chinese medicine).
However, recent media attention in Australia suggests
that complementary rreatrnents may not have the effects
promoted by advertisers. Evidence supporting the use of
some nonprescription alternatives for conditions related
to perimenopause js limited (Gass & Taylor, 2001; KassAnnese, 2000). Information indicates that soy isoflavone
(Han, Soares, Haidar, de Lima, & Baracat, 2002), Evista
(raloxifene), and Tiblone (Button, 1999) are the only
agents proven through randomized controlled studies to
increase bone density and offer some protection to the
cardiovascular system. Due to the lack of research into
the efficacy of herbal and naturopathic products, the
over-the-counter availability of such therapies :causes
much concern within the Western medical community
(Farrell, 1997; Gass & Taylor, 2001).
Even though women do have a choice, the choice is not
simple. Although Button (1999) argues that the choice for
women during perimenopause is between taking HRT
and not taking HRT (i.e., ·long-term health versus functional decline), recent media released in Australia and the
United States indicate that long-term use of combined
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HRT may not be as safe as previously thought. Although
Australian women aged 45 to 55 are faced with a clifficult
decision, little information is available concerning the
most common perimenopausal symptoms and the level of
distress experienced when symptoms occur. To address
this shortfall and inform practice, the goal of this study
was to gain a better understanding of the incidence of perimenopausal symptoms and explore the level of distress
caused by these symptoms.

Design
Purpose and Methodology
This study identified the most common perimenopausal symptoms experienced by a group of Australian
women using the Women's Health Assessment Scale and
explored the level of distress caused by perimenopausal
symptoms.

Sample
Drawing on previous Australian research (Dudley et al.,
1998; Guthrie, Dennerstein, & Dudley, 1999), a nonrepresentative self-selecting convenience sample of 200
women aged 45 to 55 years, who were assumed to be
perimenopausal, was drawn from a statewide population
of women residing in New South Wales, Australia. All
participants could read, write, and speak English and
reported that they had no major medical problems that
could contribute to the incidence of any symptoms.

Procedures
This study followed Australian National Health and
Medical Research guidelines, and full ethics approval was
received from the researcher's university and the health
services participating in the project. All women's health
centers listed with the New South Wales Women's Information and Referral Service were contacted in writing
and invited to participate. These agencies were selected
because they offered a health monitoring and support
service to all women, were supported financially by the
local health service, and could easily be accessed. Once
access was approved, centers were provided with clisplay
posters and reply-paid registration forms. All women who
expressed willingness to participate in this study by
retnrning a registration form were provided with full
details about the study, a questionnaire booklet, and a
stamped ~elf-addressed envelope for questionnaire return.
Informed written consent was obtained. In addition, a
snowball technique was employed, and registration forms
were distributed through a variety of contacts at local and
state conferences and workshops. Participants were asked
to complete a general information form and the Women's
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Health Assessment Scale (WHAS; Li et al., 1999) on one
occasion.

lnstroments
A self-administered questionnaire was compiled specifically for this study and included the WHAS and a general information form. The general information form collected information about general demographics,
menstrual history, reproductive history, and hormone utilization.
The symptoms associated with perimenopause were
assessed using the WHAS. This 47-item tool was designed
to ~easure four different aspects of perimenopausal
symptoms: vasomotor, psychosomatic, menstrual, and
sexual. In addition, it also measured the level of distress
associated with symptoms. Frequency of symptoms experienced are measured on a 5-point Likert-type scale of 0
to 4 (0 = never, 1 = rarely, 2 =sometimes, 3 = often, and
4 =always). Level of symptom distress is similarly measured using a 5-point scale of 0 to 4 (0 = not at all, 1 = a
little, 2 =moderately, 3 = quite a bit, and 4 = extremely).
Both subscale and total scores are calculated, and Li et a!.
(1999) reported that the face and content valiclity of the
WHAS was established through expert review; the Cronbach's a1pha was calculated at .94 for the symptom scale
and .91 for the clistress scale.

Analyses
The analyses for this study were performed using SPSS
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences Version 11,
SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL) software. Frequency distributions
and descriptive statistics were used to provide information about the sample, symptom frequency, and level of
symptom distress. A standard multiple regression analysis
was ·used to identify factors that contributed to the prediction of total symptom score and total distress score. In
adclition, t tests were employed to investigate differences
in total scores based on the results that emerged from the
regression analysis.

Results
In total, 24 women's health and menopause centers
were contacted and invited to participate in the study. All
but one of those agencies agreed to participate, and five
additional centers contacted the researcher and requested
that they be included in the study.

The Sample
Over a 12-month period, 200 healthy women aged 45
to 55 years registered for the project and were surveyed.
In total, 80% (160/200) responded. The mean age was
49.5 years (SD 3.03, range 45-55 years), and 59%
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lltcidence n (%)
Often

Always

Symptom (n)

Never

Rarely

Forgetfulness (145)
Lack of energy (144)
Irritability (139)
Poor concentration (135)
Weight gain (132)
Nervousness (126)
Decreased-sense of well, being (122)
Early awakenings (122)
Hot flushes (121)

15 (9)

27 (17).

54 (34)

52 (33)

12 (6)

17 (11)

69 (43)

42 (26)

16 (10)

16 (10)
21 (13)

25 (16)

73 (46)

36 (23)

5 (3)

25(16)

32 (20)

50 (31)

46 (29)

7 (5)

24 (15)

19 (12)

46 (30)

37 (24)

30 (19)

33 (21)

29 (18)

46 (29)

42 (26)

37 (23)

42 (26)

40 (25)

34 (21)

9 (6)
6 (4)

38 (24)

28 (18)

40 (25)

37 (23)

17 (11)

39 (24)

31 (20)

46 (25)

39 (24)

5 (3)

(92/155) were from rural areas of NSW, Australia. The
average age at menarche was 12.9 years (SD 6.5, range
10,18 years), and 87% (139/160) had taken oral contra,
ceptives (OCs) at some time in their life. Average length of
time on OCs was 7.8 years (SD 6.05, range 0,5,30 years),
and just over 11% (15/139) reported withdrawal symp,
toms after stopping OCs (e.g., irritability, sleep pattern
disturbance, irregular bleeding). At the time of the survey,
30% (47/156) were on some form of HRT, and more than
70% (33/4 7) of those women were administering it in pill
form. Most women (60%, 94/156) reported using com,
plementary medicines in an effort to control peri,
menopausal syrnptoms.

Common Perimenopausal Symptoms
The most frequently experienced perimenopausal
symptoms were identified using the WHAS. The 10 most
frequently occurring symptoms are displayed in Table 1,
and they included forgetfulness, lack of energy, irritabiJi,
ty, poor concentration, weight gain, nervousness, a
decrease in sexual desire or interest, a decrease in feeling
of welJ,being, early morning awakenings, and hot flushes.
In addition, almost three quarters (72%, 115/160) of the
respondents experienced some degree of urinary inconti,
nence. The mean total symptom score was 60.71 (SD
25.91, range 8,145), and the internal consistency reliabiJ,
ity of the WHAS when used in this study was 0.92 for the
symptom scale and 0.9 3 for the distress scale.

Most Distressing Symptoms
Symptoms such as weight gain, excessive bleeding at
the time of a menstrual period, frightened/panicky fee],
ings, leaking of urine, poor concentration, and irritability
were some of the most distressing symptoms experienced
by the participants. More than 86% (115/134) of women
found weight gain to be the single most distressing symp,
tom they experienced. Hot flushes were not one of the top
24 JOGNN
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10 most distressing symptoms identified in this study. The
mean total score for most distressing symptoms was 54.8
(SD 29 .6, range 2, 142). Full details of level of distress
experienced are displayed in Table 2.

ognitive and affective symptoms occur
frequen~y during perimenopause.

Regression Analyses
A standard multiple regression analysis showed that
together, age, past history of menstrual problems, history
of problems following the withdrawal of oral contracep,
tive pills (OCPs), and current use of HRT accounted for
13% of total variance in symptom score, which is highly
significant as indicated by the F value (F = 4.290, df 4, p =
.003). An examination of the t '-:alues indicated that both
age (t = -2.109, p = .037) and current HRT use (t =2.373,
p = .019) contributed to the prediction of total symptom
score.

Similarly, the regression analysis showed that together,
those same four factors (i.e., age, past history of menstru,
al problems, history of problems following the withdraw,
al of OCPs, and current use of HRT) contributed to 11%
of the variance in total distress score, which is highly sig,
nificant as indicated by the F value (F = 3.482, p =.01).
An examination of the t values indicates that only current
HRT use (t = 2.041, p =.043) contributed to the prediction of total distress score.
When women who were currently taking HRT were
compared with women who were not currently taking
HRT, those taking HRT scored higher for all subscale and
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Level of Distress n (%)
Symptom (n)

Not at AI/

Slightly

Weight gain (134)
Excess bleeding (73)
Frightened/Panicky (79)
Leaking of urine (113)
Lack of energy (143)
Poor concentration (137)
Irritability (138)
Life not worth living (57)
Forgetfulness (144)
Difficulty falling asleep (104)

5 (4)
5 (7)
5 (6)
5 (4)
10 (7)
5 (4)
6 (4)
6 (11)
7 (5)
13 (13)

14 (10)
10 (14)
19 (24)
31 (27)
34 (24)
39 (29)
44 (32)
15 (26)"
46 (32)
29 (28)

total symptom sco;es. Differences for vasomotor (t =
2, 782, df 152, p = .0001), psychosomatic (t = 3.600, df
149, p = .0001), sexual (t = 2.392, df122, p = .018), and

omen taking HRT had significantly
higher sympt~m and distress scores
than women not taking HRT.
total symptom scores (t =4.085, df 154, p = .0001) were
significant. In addition, women currently taking HRT
also scored higher for all distress subscale and total distress scores. Scores for vasomotor (t = 2.912, df 73, p =
.005), psychosomatic (t = 3.692, df 154, p :5: .0001), sexual (t = 2.355, df 127, p .02), and total distress (t =
4.099, df 154, p $ .0001) were significant. Finally, when
women aged 50 years or older were compared with the
younger women in this study, they scored significantly
higher for the incidence of vasomotor symptoms (t =
-3011, df156, p =.003). No other significant differences
in symptom or distress scores were noted based on age.

=

Discussion
The aim of this study was to identify the most common
perimenopausal symptoms experienced by a group of
Australian women and explore the distressing nature of
those symptoms. Although the literature reports altered
menses and hot flushes as the most common peri·
menopausal symptoms (Nachtigal!, 1998), the women in
this study found forgetfulness, lack of energy, irritability,
poor .concentration, and weight gain occurred more frequently than those symptoms usually attributed to periJanuary/February 2005

Moderately

Quite a Bit

29 (22)
21 (29)
23 (29)
31 (27)
42 (29)
28 (20)
43 (31)
11 (19)
27 (19)
21 (20)

41 (31)
22 (30)
22 (28)
24 (22)
38 (27)
37 (27)
25 (18)
10 (18)
37 (25)
22 (21)

Extremely
45 (33)
15 (20)
10 (13)
22 (20)
19 (13)
28 (20)
20 (15)
15 (26)
27 (19)
19 (18)

menopause, The reality for most of these women was that
8 of the 10 most frequently occurring symptoms were
psychosomatic in nature, not menstrual or neurovascular.
Although menstrual pattern disturbance and hot flushes
did occur, they did not occur as often as one would expect
based upon the literature.
Interestingly, the most distressing symptom reported
was weight gain. One hundred thirty~two women experienced this problem, and 86% found weight gain to be
from moderately to extremely. distressing. Similar to
symptom occurrence, 8 of the 10 most distressing symptoms were also psychosomatic in nature. Although it is
unclear why this occurred, it may be related to a decrease
in naturally occurring hormones and the effect this
decrease has on the brain. These findings support the
notion that estrogen decline can lead to affective and cognitive distress (Lichtman, 1996; McVeigh, 2000, Schmidt
et a!., 1997). As previously stated, such changes may
result.in some wo'men feeling out of control (McVeigh,
2000) and being labeled complainers (Leidy, 1997).
Although not originally anticipated, the positive relationship identified between HRT use and both symptom
occurrence and distress is of great interest. Why women
currently taking HRT were more symptomatic and distressed than women not on HRT is unclear. Although
these results may suggest that some women on HRT were
simply more symptomatic prior to treatment, it may also
indicate that, once prescribed hormone supplementation,
they were inadequately monitored and the form or dose
of HRT was inappropriate to their needs. The situation
reported here may also place some women at risk of abandoning their treatment and placing themselves at risk of
greater psychological difficulty due to withdrawal symptoms (Huber et a!., 1999; McVeigh, 2000; White &
Grant, l998). Although the extent to which HRT use predicted symptom occurrence and distress was limited, furJOGNN 25

ther investigations are needed to improve our understanding of why this relationship exists.

early months of treatment with HRT may also be prudent.

Limitations
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tion, it may not be representative of the general population of perimenopausal women. Had the sample been
larger and included non-English-speaking women and
women from distinct cultural groups, and had the women
been randomly selected, the results may have been different. Future research should address these limitations and
fqcus on the needs of women during perimenopause.
Despite these limitations, a response rate of 80% was
acceptable, and the findings highlight a number of important issues, including the level of cognitive and affective
distress experienced by some women; the relationship
between HRT use and symptoms occurrence and distress
are noteworthy.
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ractitioners should assess the total needs
of their perimenopausal clients.
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